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We regret that all
meetings are
cancelled for the
duration of the
Covid-19 crisis.
Please watch out for
future meetings dates
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documentation
New documentation on the website:
In Download Resources for Landlords
• Updated Tenancy Agreement
• Link to New Section 21 (Form 6A) Form
(includes references to Coronovirus legislation)
• Link to New Section 8 (Form 3) Form (includes
references to Coronovirus legislation)
• Form N5B (Accelerated Possession) has been
updated (now includes details of gas testing and
requirement for gas safety report to tenant prior
to tenancy commencing as well as charges
contrary to the Tenant Fees Act)
In Information Sheets for Landlords

•

Section 8 Guide to completing including wording
for each ground
• Pre-Action Protocol When Seeking Possession (this
MUST now be followed in all cases) (reproduced
below)
• Covid-19 Frequently Asked Questions (reproduced
below)
• TDS have produced a new Guide to Deposit
Legislation, in Information for Landlords
You must log in to the Members Area of the CRLA
website to access any of the above.
For those unable to download documentation, you can
ask for a hard copy from Ruth Clarke
Ruth Clarke

covid-19 (coronavirus)
frequently asked questions
The following has been prepared in response to queries
by members and will be updated on a regular basis.
Published advice continues to be updated but this is the
best I can come up with at present:
As a general point the landlord’s obligations to the
tenant and duty to maintain the property remain
unchanged. However in these challenging times this
may not be so easy.
If the landlord finds any tenant unwilling to provide
access to a contractor or contractor unwilling to attend
the property this must be documented in writing, text
messaging is only acceptable where the text can be
printed and filed, but email or letter are more secure.
If the problem is with the contractor not being willing to
attend reasonable efforts must be made to find an
alternative contractor.

Gas Certificates

The requirement for an annual gas safety certificate
from a Gas Safe Engineer remains unchanged.
Challenges being faced by members include:
Engineer unwilling/unable to come out
• Get the engineer’s refusal in writing.
• Check on GasSafe register for other qualified
companies in your area and try to arrange visit from
one of those companies, for any who are unable/
unwilling to attend get written confirmation.
Tenant refusing access
• If you can, negotiate with your tenant to perhaps
remain in a different part of the property to where
the GasSafe registered technician will be working.
• Explain to the tenant that the check is for their
health and safety and for you, the landlord, to
comply with legislation.
• Explain to the tenant that if there is a gas leak or
carbon monoxide in the property then that property
would need to be vacated for the tenant's health and
safety.
Hopefully, the tenant may be more
agreeable to having the gas check undertaken.
• If the tenant refuses to permit access make sure you
get that in writing,

In either scenario:
• Make sure the tenant has information on what steps
to take if there is any suspicion of a problem with
the gas as well as a description of the symptoms of
CO poisoning and steps to take and check that CO
alarm is working.
• Having written confirmation MAY NOT prevent
prosecution in the event of an accident but will
prove that the tenant refused permission and your
hands were tied

Electrical Checks

The requirement for an electrical installation certificate
from a qualified electrician is still being introduced.
Challenges being faced by members include:
Electrician unwilling/unable to come out
• Get the electrician’s refusal in writing.
• Check for other qualified electricians in your area
and try to arrange visit from one of those
companies, for any who are unable/unwilling to
attend get written confirmation.
Tenant refusing access
• If you can, negotiate with your tenant to perhaps
remain in a different part of the property to where
the electrician will be working. This will not be so
easy as the electrician will need to visit most, if not
all, parts of the property.
• Explain to the tenant that this is being done for their
health and safety and to comply with legislation
• If the tenant refuses to permit access make sure you
get that in writing.
In either scenario:
• Make sure the tenant has information on what steps
to take if there is any suspicion of any electrical
fault.
• Having written confirmation MAY NOT prevent
prosecution in the event of an accident but will
prove that the tenant refused permission and your
hands were tied

EPCs
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Bottom line is that I don't think there will be a lot of
audit activity during April May BUT any justified
tenant complaints regarding comfort and cost or
vulnerability will see the landlord get the book thrown
at them and can forget section 21 and probably any rent
payments for 3 months.
• The best guess is that the MEES conditions are seen
as reasonable and Landlords do have to correct
those EPC recommendations on page 3 of the report
up to a gross value of £3500 and prove it before an
exemption can be applied for
• If the Assessor refuses to attend on the grounds of a
risk assessment, the make sure they request a copy
signed from him/her
• For any contractors doing the work, the same goes.

Houses of Multiple Occupation (HMOs)

In general the guidance for other areas is effective,
however if a tenant has been in contact with the virus or
infected then ALL residents in the property should be
considered as potentially infective and should selfisolate.
If you, your agent or a contractor will be visiting the
property to inspect common parts all tenants should be
given notice to ensure they can avoid any contact.
Landlords are not obliged to provide alternative
accommodation for tenants if others in the property
contract the virus.
Cleaning of common areas in HMO
The common areas of an HMO are places where people
will congregate, and it is important to keep these areas
clean. This will be crucial if one of your tenants
contracts the coronavirus (COVID-19) there will be a
need to ensure that this doesn’t pass to anyone else in
the building. The following steps will be key:
What tenants need to do
• clean an area with normal household disinfectant to
reduce the risk of infection
• wear disposable or washing-up gloves and aprons.
These should be double-bagged, stored securely for
72 hours then thrown away in the regular rubbish
after cleaning is finished
• use disposable cloths, first clean hard surfaces with
warm soapy water. Then disinfect.
• wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20
seconds
Cleaning and disinfection
• All surfaces that the symptomatic person has come
into contact with must be cleaned and disinfected,
including, all potentially contaminated high-contact
areas such as bathrooms, door handles, telephones,
handrails on stairs.
• use either a combined detergent disinfectant
solution (that also contains bleach or chlorine)
• or
• a household detergent followed by disinfection
(bleach and water – 20 ml (4 teaspoons) household
bleach + 1000 ml (4 cups) water. Follow

manufacturer’s instructions for dilution, application
and contact times for all detergents and disinfectants
• or
• if an alternative disinfectant is used, this should be
checked and ensure that it is effective against virus
• Landlords or property managers may wish to help
vulnerable tenants by arranging for cleaning
supplies to be delivered to the property to encourage
good hygiene practice and provide directions in
relation to this information and the Government
guidance.
• Laundry
• Dirty laundry that has been in contact with an
unwell person should not be washed with other
people’s items. Do not shake dirty laundry, this
minimises the possibility of dispersing virus
through the air.
• Clean and disinfect anything used for transporting
laundry as above.
Some authorities are stating that the landlord is
responsible for ensuring social distancing in communal
areas.
• Give all tenants a notice reminding them that only
one person at a time in any communal area. Pin a
copy in the kitchen and other communal areas.
• If necessary work with your tenants to agree a
timetable for, for example, the kitchen.
• Remind tenants that if any one person in the
property needs to isolate due to Covid-19 infection,
then they all need to consider themselves in
isolation as surfaces are shared.
• Remind all tenants to sanitise all surfaces before
and after use. If you can get hold of sanitiser you
may want to donate some.

Homelessness
(Case Study 1)

Cornwall Housing are desperate for accommodation for
homeless, as usual.
Couple have split up, husband left (various addictions
causing massive rent arrears) has been sofa surfing.
Landlord gave wife new tenancy agreement and she has
managed the rent without husband. She is a key worker
with two children.
Said husband approached Cornwall Housing as
homeless and was told to ‘return to marital home’.
Landlord and CRLA made representations regarding
risk but Cornwall Housing were adamant that he was
entitled to live in the property and Police should be
called if any violence.
In case of domestic abuse the wife and children will be
rehoused, leaving the landlord with an abusive tenant
with no tenancy agreement.

(Case Study 2)

Again couple have split up and husband left, no
violence etc.
(Continued on page 6)
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Again, landlord gave the wife a new tenancy agreement
and since then another tenancy agreement given to
reflect the new ‘boyfriend’ moving in.
The husband contacted Cornwall Housing and was told
to return to the marital home. When he did it was to
meet a strange man in the house, there was violence,
police were called and new boyfriend ended up in
hospital.
Husband has moved back in ‘as his right’.

This apparently comes under the latest
Homelessness legislation and due to the
risk to members we will no longer be
advising issuing a new tenancy to one of a
partnership following breakdown of that
relationship. If members do want to
issue a new tenancy it may be possible to
include a clause prohibiting return of any
partner to the marital home, but this may
not be enforceable.
Letting to NHS/Key Workers
•

•

•

We recommend you give the person/people a
normal tenancy agreement (use the new one on the
website). They will most likely be there for at least
three months if not longer so you will be able to
commence S21 proceedings if necessary after 4
months in the usual way.
Explain to the tenant that if they want to leave
before the six months that will not be a problem but
if they wish to remain AFTER the emergency ends
and we are all allowed out again then they would be
expected to pay rent at £xxx from that date, or
perhaps the weekend after so as not to be seen as
‘pushy’.
You should probably do the usual Right to Rent
checks to cover yourself and give out the EPC, gas
check etc documentation when talking to the
proposed tenant and when signing the tenancy
agreement.

Maintenance

As above, the landlord is still legally responsible for the
maintenance of the property and the legal obligations to
the tenant.
Tenant Self Isolating/refusing access
• If a tenant advises the landlord that they are selfisolating then the landlord should delay any planned
meeting and re-arrange for a future date.
• Make sure any such communication from the tenant
is documented.
Contractor unwilling/unable to come out
• Get the contractor’s refusal in writing.
• Check for other qualified contractors in your area
and try to arrange visit from one of those
companies, for any who are unable/unwilling to
attend get written confirmation.

Mortgages

If you have borrowing on your rented property which
you are unable to pay due to the Coronavirus, causing
your tenant to be unable to pay the rent, contact your
lender and ask about the ‘mortgage holiday’ in place.
You will need to mention Corvid-19 or coronavirus
before they will consider this.
What is a Mortgage Holiday
• Part of the government’s response to the
coronavirus emergency was to put in place a
mortgage holiday. Lenders who provide buy to let
mortgages have agreed to allow this for landlords.
• The holiday is a period (currently three months)
when the lender will accept that no payment can be
made. Be aware that interest will continue to be
charged to the loan and that the period of the loan
will be extended by the length of the holiday.
• The holiday is only available to those who were up
to date with their payments as at 19 March. From
that period lenders have agreed not to start any new
court proceedings and to suspend existing orders for
ninety days.
• Lenders have agreed that landlords can self-certify
that the tenant is infected by Coronavirus ON THE
UNDERSTANDING THAT THE ‘HOLIDAY’ IS
PASSED DOWN TO THE TENANT.
• This will not have an impact on your credit rating.

Pre-Action Protocol
•

In general, landlords are expected to avoid taking
court action while a settlement out of court is still
being actively pursued.
• Landlords are also expected to ensure they can
document that they have taken steps to
communicate with the tenant ahead of time. This
requires them to ensure that the tenant understands
any documents being served on them in relation to
this.
• Landlords should also be particularly mindful of
vulnerable tenants and:
• whether the tenant has the necessary mental
capacity to defend a possession claim (this may
require the appointment of a litigation friend)
• Whether there are any discrimination issues to
consider under the Equality Act 2010
Notice relating to rent arrears (Section 8 Grounds 8,
10, 11)
BEFORE serving the notice the landlord must:
• Provide quarterly rent statements showing rent
outstanding and paid in the last 13 weeks
• Contact the tenant to discuss their financial
circumstances and the reason for the arrears
• Find out what, if any, benefits the tenant is entitled
to
• Try to agree with the tenant an affordable
arrangement for paying the arrears with any
arrangement to be confirmed in writing
• Advise the tenant to seek independent advice,
especially if the tenant has a general debt problem
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•

If the tenant meets the criteria, arrange for direct
payments of arrears to be made to the landlord from
the tenant's benefits
• Assist the tenant with any claim for benefits,
including housing benefit, the housing element of
universal credit, and/or discretionary housing
payments
• Establish effective liaison with the Benefit
Department and/or the Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP)
• Not start possession proceedings when the tenant
has provided all the necessary evidence to support a
benefit claim and there is a reasonable expectation
that the tenant will be entitled.
• No later than ten days before the date set for the
hearing of the possession claim, the landlord should
provide the tenant with up-to-date rent statements
and disclose what they know to the tenant regarding
their Housing Benefit or Universal Credit situation.
• The landlord should inform the tenant of the date
and time of any court hearing and provide an up-todate rent statement and the terms of the order that
will be applied for. The landlord should advise the
tenant to attend the hearing as the tenant's home is
at risk. Records of such advice should be kept.
• If the tenant complies with an agreement made,
after the issue of proceedings, to pay the current
rent and a reasonable amount towards arrears, the
landlord should agree to adjourn the court
proceedings for so long as the tenant keeps to such
agreement.
• If the tenant ceases to comply with such agreement,
the landlord should warn the tenant of the intention
to restore the proceedings and give the tenant clear
time limits within which to comply again and avoid
restoration of the proceedings.
Notice relating to mandatory ground in Section 8
Notice and Section 21 Notice
BEFORE serving the notice the landlord must:
• Write to the occupants explaining why
they intend to seek possession.
This letter must give the occupiers a specific
timeframe to make representations to the landlord in
writing of any personal circumstances or other matters
which they wish to have taken into account. The
landlord may send this as an accompanying letter to the
section 21 or section 8 notice they have served.
The landlord should consider any representations they
make and respond to the tenant giving their reasoning as
to why they still intend to start possession proceedings.
Once possession proceedings have started
The landlord is expected to attach to the claim form and
witness statement the following information:
• Whether they have invited the tenants/occupiers to
disclose any personal circumstances or other
matters which they wish to be taken into account
before they issue possession proceedings
• Whether they have considered any representations
made by the tenants/occupiers

•
•

•

Why they are bringing possession proceedings, and
Any relevant documents (attaching copies) which
they wish the court to consider in relation to the
proportionality of their decision to bring
proceedings
Copies of any relevant documents which the
landlord wishes the court to consider in relation to
the proportionality of the landlord’s decision to
bring the proceedings should be attached to the
schedule (i.e. all above documentation)

Rent Payments
•

Stay in communication with your tenants so that
you are ready to help them.
• Tenants who are unaffected by the virus should
continue to pay their rent as usual.
• Anyone wishing to increase the rent should be
aware that there is an update to the form and the
landlord should not rely on any existing stock of
forms.
Assistance for Tenants
• Employed - Employers are able to apply for up to
80% of the salary of employees so those who are
able to work (not many!) should have some income
People who changed employment after 24 March
will not be eligible for this however previous
employers MAY be willing to apply on their behalf.
• Self-Employed - Universal Credit https://
www.gov.uk/universal-credit.or where it is not
possible to apply digitally, they can apply by calling
- Universal Credit helpline: 0800 328 5644 however
it is reported that there are problems with the
helpline with tenants reporting spending over 20
hours over a week and still not getting anyone to
pick up the ‘phone.
• Guidance on Universal Credit for self employed at
https://www.gov.uk/self-employment-and-universal
-credit?
fbclid=IwAR0YjKtQcesPf3uaPZqVAuPGVLyn4vS
tIbBbIINfyIxtniijknNc2RNmnb0
• Help for self employed has been announced, up to
80% of their earnings per month as declared on
their 2018/19 tax return. There is no need for the
tenant (or anyone else) to contact HMRC as they
will contact anyone eligible, using existing data to
make the judgement.
• If you wish you can agree with your tenant for the
tenant to undertake works, such as decorating, to
cover rent owed or due. Before agreeing to this:
• Check with your insurance as to whether you
will be covered in case of accident.
• Ensure that the hours worked do not exceed any
payment which would be covered by the
Minimum Wage
• Do you need to register for Real Time
Information to advise HMRC of hours worked
by the tenant?
(Continued on page 8)
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Tenants who are struggling with rent can receive
specialist advice from:
• Cornwall Citizens Advice Bureau (tel: 03444111444 or text ADVICE to 78866 or for debt issues
text
DEBT
to
78866
or
visit
www.citizensadvicecornwall.org.uk )
• Money Advice Service (tel: 0800 138 7777 or visit
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk )
• Shelter (tel: 0808 800 4444 or visit
www.england.shelter.org.uk )
• Cornwall Housing Limited Prevention &
Engagement Team (tel: 0300 1234 161 or visit
www.cornwallhousing.org.uk

Repossession or Property
•
•
•

•
•

•

Notice periods are now extended to three months,
but this may be extended to six.
Landlords will be expected to abide by the preaction protocols for social landlords in the future.
(more information Pre-Action Protocol section)
Courts are not currently processing applications for
Possession of Property for any reason, including
applications which were in the pipeline prior to the
virus pandemic.
Where an Order for Possession has already been
obtained Bailiffs will not attend.
If you decide to initiate proceedings using Section
21 (Form 6A) please use the new form reflecting the
coronavirus legislation. The link on the CRLA
website will take you to that form. As with
previous forms this form states that it relates to
tenancies which commenced after October 2015,
however, Courts consistently refuse other forms of
notice.
For those wishing to rely on Section 8 Notice there
is an amended notice to reflect the Coronavirus.
Please see link on the CRLA website – guidance on
completing the form has been moved to Information
Sheets for Landlords

Right To Rent Checks

New government guidance has been issued, reproduced
here.
Right to rent checks have been temporarily adjusted due
to coronavirus (COVID-19), to make it easier for
landlords to carry them out.
As of 30 March 2020 the following temporary changes
have been made:
• checks can now be carried out over video calls
• tenants can send scanned documents or a photo of
documents for checks using email or a mobile app,
rather than sending originals
landlords should use the Landlord’s Checking
Service if a prospective or existing tenant cannot
provide any of the existing documents
Checks will continue to be necessary and you must
continue to check the prescribed documents in the code
of practice on illegal immigrants and private rented
accommodation and right to rent document checks: a

user guide. It remains an offence to knowingly lease
premises to a person who is not lawfully in the UK.
Because of COVID-19 some individuals will be unable
to evidence their right to rent. During this period, you
must take extra care to ensure that no-one is
discriminated against because they are struggling to
evidence their right to rent. For more information,
please see the code of practice for landlords: avoiding
unlawful discrimination when conducting right to rent
checks in the private rented residential sector.
Conducting a right to rent check during the temporary
COVID-19 measures
• Ask the tenant to submit a scanned copy or a photo
of their original documents via email or using a
mobile app.
• Arrange a video call with the tenant – ask them to
hold up the original documents to the camera and
check them against the digital copy of the
documents.
Record the date you made the check and mark it as
“an adjusted check has been undertaken on [insert
date] due to COVID-19”.
If the tenant does not have the right documents
• You must contact the Landlord’s Checking
Service if the tenant cannot provide documents from
the prescribed lists.
• Once you have submitted your request to the
service, please do not try to contact them again. You
will get an answer within 2 working days. You must
keep their response to protect against a civil penalty.
After the COVID-19 measures end
We will let you know in advance when these measures
will end. After that date you must to revert to the
checking process set out in the code of practice on
illegal
immigrants
and
private
rented
accommodation and right to rent document checks: a
user guide.
You should carry out retrospective checks on tenants
who:
• started their tenancy during this period
• required a follow-up check during this period
You should mark the retrospective check: “the
individual’s tenancy agreement commenced on [insert
date]. The prescribed right to rent check was undertaken
on [insert date] due to COVID-19.”
The retrospective check must be carried out within 8
weeks of the COVID-19 measures ending. Both checks
should be kept for your records.
The Home Office will not take any enforcement action
against you if you carried out the adjusted check set out
in this guidance, or a check via the Home Office, and
follow this up with the retrospective check.
If, at the point of carrying out the retrospective check,
you find your tenant, who started their tenancy during
this period, did not have a right to rent you must take
steps to end the tenancy.
If you find a tenant who required a follow-up check
during this period no longer has a right to rent, you
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must report this to the Home Office as soon as you have
carried out the check.
If the check you have undertaken during this period was
done with original documentation, you do not need to
undertake a retrospective check.
Students
Universities and colleges are closing early for the
summer. Students renting your property may wish to
leave early. There are different ways of approaching
this:
1. Do you want to let them surrender the tenancy early
and not charge any rent?
2. Do you want to let them leave their belongings at
the property?
3. Do you want to negotiate a reduced rent for the
remaining period?
1. Ask for a Surrender of Tenancy Form to be
completed, signed by all parties. Negotiate the
return of the deposit in the usual way. Remember
to keep any Guarantors informed
2. If belongings are left at the property ensure the
tenants know this is at their risk and any loss would
need to be covered by their insurance. If you want
to charge a reduced rent for this service have a
written agreement signed by all students, all
guarantors and the landlord. You may want the
students to move all belongings into one room so
that you can start work tidying/renovating the
property ready for the next tenants. If a rent is
being charged you may want to leave negotiating
regarding the deposit until all belongings have been
removed, any deduction should be agreed with

tenants and guarantors.
3. Negotiate a rent which is acceptable to you, the
tenants and the guarantors. Once again, have the
agreement in writing and signed by the tenants,
guarantors and landlord. Remember to negotiate
return of the deposit at the end of the tenancy. Any
deduction should be agreed with tenants and
guarantors.
Tenant Moving Property
The advice to stay home and only essential movements
applies here. Tenants should remain in the home and
move into or out of a property once it is announced that
it is safe to do so.
This is as much for the safety of the landlord or agent as
for the tenant or potential tenant.
MHCLG are advising that movement into new
properties should be avoided unless the move is already
underway and cannot be delayed. This means that the
contract must have been agreed prior to the agreement
being put into place and it is not possible to rearrange a
new suitable date with all parties or in case of
emergency.
If a tenant does leave then usual procedures apply – but
do you want to meet with the tenant at the time of their
moving out or will you trust them regarding deposits?
Ruth Clarke
If you visit this document on the CRLA website you
will see many different colours, reflecting updates to
the document

new tenancy agreement—why do tenants need all the
paperwork listed?
In all cases the easy answer is so that you can
evidence that you have met all of the requirements
relating to starting a tenancy and to ensure that your
tenant has all the necessary information to succeed
as a good tenant.
Deposit Protection Prescribed Information
If the tenant does not receive the Prescribed Information
from the landlord/agent the deposit is not considered
properly protected.
Of course, if you don’t take a deposit they don’t need
that information
How To Rent Guide
Required to comply with legislation. Always make sure
you have the most up-to-date version. If you have given
a copy prior to tenant signing and taking up the
agreement, check that there has not been an update in
those few days.
EPC
Gives the tenant information on how energy efficient
the property is, for example how much are they likely to
spend on heating. Must be E or higher to comply with
MEES legislation, or be listed on the exemptions
register
Gas Safety Certificate

Shows the tenant that the gas supply is safe. An annual
certificate (given to the tenant) is required to comply
with legislation
Electrical Installation Report
Shows the tenant that the electricity supply is safe.
EICR Report as at 18th Series Regulation is required for
all new tenancies from 1 July 2020 and all existing
tenancies from 1 April 2021. These have to be renewed
every five years
Fire Safety Instructions
Ensure the tenant knows what to do in case of a fire,
who to contact and how.
Legionella Safety Instructions
Advise the tenant how to stay safe and steps they should
take to ensure they remain safe, e.g. cleaning/changing
shower heads. A template for preparing a Legionella
Risk Assessment can be found on the CRLA website.
Inventory
Goes through the property and lists all fixtures and
fittings describing (and photograph) state of property,
including paintwork, windows, electrical fittings etc
Contact Details for Landlord/Agent/Emergency Call
(Continued on page 10)
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Outs
Tenants will need a piece of paper giving these details
which they can easily find, if it is the landlord or agent
the tenant probably won’t remember where the tenancy
agreement is hidden (where is that safe place?) .If you
have an agent or company to cover emergency
situations for you, tenants need the appropriate contact
details.
HMO Licence (Copy)
To comply with legislation if you have a licensable
property (any property where there are 5 or more people
or two or more unrelated households sharing facilities)
Rent Payment Information
This is again for your protection.
The tenancy
agreement may well have the information included but a
separate piece of paper in large print cannot easily be
forgotten.
Manuals for equipment supplied by landlord
To protect the landlord for any claim by the tenant
should they suffer injury through misuse of any
equipment.
If you do not supply any equipment this is not
something for you to worry about, but you almost
definitely do provide something, think about the heating
system for example.
GDPR Notice
This gives the landlord permission to hold information.
If you have CCTV on the premises you will need to
amend the template on the CRLA website.
Private Water Supply Information
This only affects a small number of landlords but if you
are included in that number remember to inform your
tenant of that fact and what steps to take if they are
worried about water quality.
Plan for meters etc.
Important for checking meter readings, cut off for
emergency use
Electricity Test Certificate
Also known as Portable Appliance Testing (PAT).
Demonstrates safety of equipment supplied.
Insurance Information
What fixtures, fittings, buildings are insured. What is
NOT insured.
Complaints Procedure
A simple document explaining how tenants should

complain, who the complaint should be made to and
what steps will be taken to meet the complaint.
Contact Details for Council Tax, Doctor, Dentist,
Hospital, Pharmacy, Utility Companies
Helpful for tenant moving into an area
Garden Maintenance Information
Only relevant if you have a garden.
If there is a garden, what do you expect the tenant to do
to keep it up to a standard, will you be supplying
equipment?
Anti Social Behaviour Policy
What is and is not acceptable. How about loud music,?
Parties? Post (theirs or other people’s)? Respect for
neighbours and other tenants?
Mention that Anti Social Behaviour may impact on the
tenancy.
Rubbish Collection and Recycling Day Calendar
Never give an excuse for rubbish being left outside for
the seagulls and other wildlife to enjoy.
Advice On Control Of Damp and Condensation
Your property will deteriorate if allowed to become
damp and the tenant may have a claim if black mould
present causing a health risk.
Tenant Logbook
If you use the CRLA book it gives most of the
information you need to tell tenants.
Legislation is in place to ensure that landlords let safe
properties and are responsible for the safety of the
tenants they let properties to.
Tenants should initially complain to the landlord or
agent if there is any problem or complaint, if the
complaint is not responded to within fourteen days then
a complaint can be made to Cornwall Council Private
Sector Housing Department.
Tenants can, under the Homes (Fitness For Human
Habitation Act) take landlords to Court if they feel the
property is not fit either for their particular needs or due
to maintenance or other issues.
Remember you will need evidence when attempting to
regain possession, the more paperwork you have the
better the case and the easier it will be to show
‘proportionality’
Protect yourself from claims from tenants by having
everything in place at the beginning of the tenancy.
Ruth Clarke

betterhomecover: gas safety
We at Better Home Cover hope you and your family
continue to keep safe and well. We have kept in touch
with the Health and Safety Executive to enable us to
pass on any further developments with regards to the
level of service we are able to offer in line with the
current Government restrictions.
Better Home Cover continue to attend to all
Emergencies with over 85% of our engineers
available.
We have received a number of enquiries from Landlords
concerning Gas Safe regulations and the issuing of

Landlord Gas Safety Records for rental properties.
If you anticipate difficulties in gaining access as the
COVID-19 situation progresses, you have the flexibility
to carry out annual gas safety checks two months before
the deadline date. Landlords can have the annual gas
safety checks at their properties carried out any time
from 10 to 12 calendar months after the previous check
and still retain the original deadline date as if the check
had been carried out exactly 12 months after the
previous check. Therefore you can carry out a LGSR
and boiler service now in April which isn’t due until
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June 2020 and it won’t be due again until June 2021.
We are still attending to properties to provide a LGSR
and to perform a boiler service. The instructions from
the HSE are that a LGSR must continue to be issued by
the due date. The only reason they can be excused is; if
the tenant refuses entry, is self-isolating due to Covid 19
or if we are unable to find an engineer willing to attend
either due to illness or a shortage or engineers.
If the tenant refuses entry or is self-isolating records of
communication and details of the engineers attempts to
gain access will be made and kept for reporting. We

would encourage you to arrange for your annual gas
safety checks as early as possible in case your tenants
have to self-isolate (for 14 days in line with current
guidelines).
Please feel free to contact our general enquiries and
customer care department on 0800 862 0833 option 5 if
you have any questions or if you require further
clarification.
We urge you to stay safe during this difficult period and
will continue to do everything we can to support you.
Visit www.betterhomecover.com

betterhome cover
level of emergency cover at present time
“An emergency is a sudden and unforeseen damage to
something in your property that can’t be temporarily
stopped to prevent further immediate damage”.
Applying this definition we will attend to the following
emergencies:
Leak: A plumbing leak that is causing uncontrollable
water damage to the home.
Heating: A loss of heating and or hot water that will
result in essential work being required.
A blocked toilet: We will attend where there is only one
toilet in the home.
Electrical Claims: We will assess electrical claims on a
case-by-case basis. If, for example, the loss of power is
in the kitchen then we would consider a response
essential. If you experience loss of power in the dining
room, we would consider this non-essential. We will, of
course, ensure that you are fully briefed and understand
our decision.
Blocked external drain, damaged lock or a roofing
issue: While this work will be considered non-essential,

as the contractor does not need to come into contact
with you or enter the property, we are likely to be able
to continue providing these services.
Importantly, we will ensure that we discuss the new
claim call with you effectively and we will attempt to
allocate a contractor as soon as possible. We are
however bound by the availability and willingness of
our contractors who will have the final say.
We understand the financial pressure your members are
under and as such we would like to offer the first 2
months of a 12 month contract free. If your members
wish to discuss a taking out Better Home Cover please
feel free to contact our general enquiries and customer
care department on 0800 862 0833 option 5 for further
information.
We urge you to stay safe during this difficult period and
will continue to do everything we can to support you
and your members.
From BettterHomeCover

a guide to recent tax changes for
landlords
With the latest Budget fresh in everyone’s minds, it’s
easy to lose track of the changes actually impacting
landlords today.
Of course, change can be a good thing – even if it
complicates tax matters. However, for landlords who
don’t have the time to keep abreast of every update to
legislation, it’s hard to keep up and remain compliant,
especially in these unprecedented times.
That’s why we’ve asked Mike Parkes from
GoSimpleTax to weigh in on the recent tax changes
likely to affect you.
HMO licensing is changing
Looking to convert or buy property for the purposes of
creating an HMO? Some of the bigger changes at the
start of this decade will impact you. Under previous
rules, landlords could easily convert a family home into
a small HMO with up to six occupants. Seven or more
would typically require planning permission.
Now, local authorities have more control over
developments in their community. If your local

authority places the surrounding area of your property
under an article 4 direction, for example, you’ll need
planning permission to get your HMO licence –
provided there’s a material change of use – regardless of
the number of occupants.
Many local authorities have already implemented citywide article 4 directions. Plus, mandatory licensing now
applies to all HMOs with five or more tenants who
share facilities, irrespective of the number of stories
within a building.
This is the final year of mortgage relief
In April 2017, landlords were told that tax relief for
mortgage costs would be phased out over a period of
four years. Each year, the relief was reduced by 25%,
with only a basic-rate tax credit being offered in 2021.
As a result, this is the last tax year that landlords can
deduct the interest paid on their mortgage from their
income (the deduction of this year being 25%).
However, landlords are this year entitled to a 20% tax
(Continued on page 12)
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credit for all their property finance costs to mitigate the
loss. The aim of this move is to increase the amount of
tax paid by higher or additional-rate landlords.
Your Personal Allowance has increased
In 2019, it was announced that the Personal Allowance
would be increasing from £11,850 to £12,500. This was
welcome news for landlords as your Personal
Allowance concerns the amount of your income that
remains untaxed.
Thanks to the increase, the tax brackets in the UK will
also be pushed back. Specifically, the basic rate limit
will be increased to £37,500 and the higher rate
threshold will be set at £50,000.
This will likely help a number of landlords retain profit
– particularly those who have additional earnings
outside of property or those who own multiple
properties.
Your Capital Gains Tax allowance may increase
When you sell a property, you pay Capital Gains Tax.
The allowance against this tax was £11,700, which
meant you could profit that much out of the sale before
being taxed.
However, in April 2020, we are expecting to see Capital
Gains Tax allowance increase to £12,300. Anything

above the allowance, though, will be taxed at 18% for
basic-rate taxpayers and 28% for additional-rate
taxpayers.
There is additional relief you can benefit from when
selling a property, provided you’ve lived in it. This is
currently known as Private Residence Relief and can
significantly reduce Capital Gains Tax should you
qualify.
About GoSimpleTax
For landlords hoping to potentially reduce their tax
liability while adhering entirely to tax legislation,
GoSimpleTax is the solution for you. Their service
factors in all of the latest updates and reduces your
dependency on accountants. If you’d be interested in
maximising your income as a landlord and simplifying
your financial responsibilities, take their free trial today
– no credit card required.
From GoSimpleTax

GoSimpleTax offer a discount to CRLA
members
Look in Member Benefits section of this
newsletter for details on how to access
this benefit.

government confirms the biggest changes to building
safety in a generation
New measures announced include mandatory sprinkler
systems and consistent wayfinding signage in all new
high-rise blocks of flats over 11 metres tall.
Housing Secretary Robert Jenrick MP has announced
ambitious steps to further reform the building safety
system with the biggest changes in a generation to
ensure residents are safe in their homes.
New measures announced today include mandatory
sprinkler systems and consistent wayfinding signage in
all new high-rise blocks of flats over 11 metres tall.
The government’s construction expert, David Hancock,
has also been appointed to review the progress of
removing unsafe ACM claddings from buildings.
The reforms are designed to incentivise compliance and
to better enable the use of enforcement powers and
sanctions, including prosecution where the rules are not
followed.
The Housing Secretary will hold a roundtable with
mortgage lenders to work on an agreed approach to
mortgage valuations for properties in buildings under 18
metres tall, providing certainty for owners affected by
vital building safety work.
Housing Secretary Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP said:
The government is bringing about the biggest change in
building safety for a generation.
Today we have made a major step towards this by
publishing our response to the Building a Safer Future
consultation. This new regime will put residents’ safety
at its heart, and follows the announcement of the
unprecedented £1 billion fund for removing unsafe
cladding from high-rise buildings in the Budget.

Today we are also announcing that the housing industry
is designing a website so lenders and leaseholders can
access the information needed to proceed with sales and
re-mortgaging, and the government stands ready to help
to ensure this work is completed at pace.
Building safety is a priority and the government is
supporting industry in ensuring homes are safe at this
difficult time.
The measures build on recent announcements including:
• providing £1 billion in 2020/21 to support the
remediation of unsafe non-ACM cladding materials
on high-rise buildings. This is in addition to the
£600 million already available remediation of highrise buildings with unsafe ACM cladding
• naming building owners who have been slow to act
in removing unsafe ACM cladding
• the introduction of the Fire Safety Bill, which took
us one step further in delivering the
recommendations of the Grenfell Inquiry’s Phase
One report
The latest non-ACM (aluminium composite material)
cladding testing results have been published today and
show that none of the materials, including high-pressure
laminate (HPL) and timber cladding, behaved in the
same way as ACM.
The government is clear that any unsafe materials
should be removed from buildings quickly. External
wall systems on high-rise buildings using Class C or D
HPL panels are unsafe and should be removed as they
do not comply with building regulations.
The government recognises the challenges presented to
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the building industry by COVID-19. The work to
remove unsafe cladding from buildings is critical to
public safety and so remains a top priority.
The government is supporting building owners,
managers and residents to ensure remediation work

continues where it is safe to do so. The government has
also made clear that vital maintenance and repair work
can continue to take place in line with public health
guidance.
From Gov.uk

landlords need to understand universal credit as
tenants sign on
As The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)
grapples with nearly one million new claimants
applying for Universal Credit following the outbreak of
COVID-19, Caridon Landlord Solutions, part of
Caridon Group, says landlords should educate
themselves on the Universal Credit system now so that
they can support their tenants and both mitigate the risk
of rental arrears.
DWP has reported that almost one million people in the
UK had applied for Universal Credit in the last two
weeks. With a welfare system that was already
struggling to keep pace with the number of claimants
and administration issues in the new system, Sherrelle
Collman, Managing Director of Caridon Landlord
Solutions, which specialises in providing advice to
private landlords, letting agencies and housing
associations on Universal Credit and Housing Benefit,
says thousands of landlords who have no previous
experience of the benefit system, will now have tenants
on Universal Credit.
“As the true impact of Coronavirus takes hold, many
people who have never previously needed to rely on the
welfare system are having to apply for Universal Credit.
Many will be anxious not only due to the current
situation but because of the criticism Universal Credit
has received since its introduction. The good news is
that more resources have been deployed to local
authorities to help claimants, and measures such as
immediate access to Advance Payments, increases to
Universal Credit and raising the Local Housing
Allowance rate to the 30th percentile of market rents
from April, are being put in place.
We have had a surge of calls from landlords and letting
agents asking advice about how the process works and
if they should apply for an Alternative Payment
Arrangement for their tenant, which is where the

housing element of UC goes straight to the landlord to
cover the cost of rent” says Sherrelle.
According to Caridon Landlord Solutions, there are four
key steps landlords can take to help support their tenants
who may now be applying for Universal Credit.
Step 1: Communicate with your tenant and support
them as much as you possibly can. If they are having to
apply for Universal Credit, it is most likely because they
have lost their job or had a significant drop in income.
They will be concerned they could also lose their
home. Where possible, consider a rent reduction to
meet the housing element of Universal Credit, some rent
to help cover a mortgage is better than nothing, or if at
all possible, offer a rent holiday.
Step 2: If your tenant has had to apply for Universal
Credit because of COVID-19, they will require a letter
from you verifying the rental amount, the address of the
property they reside, and when the tenancy commenced.
This will help them to qualify for the housing element
of Universal Credit which will go towards covering
their rent.
Step 3: Work with your tenant to establish key dates,
such as the tenant’s Benefit Assessment Period (the date
their entitlement begins) so that you can see how it falls
in line with the Tenancy Agreement.
Step 4: Many tenants prefer to have the housing
element of Universal Credit paid directly to the landlord
so they can manage the rest of their finances
themselves. This is called an Alternative Payment
Arrangement. Landlords should discuss this with their
tenants and if in agreement, fill out a UC-47 form to
apply for this. If the tenant is already in arrears, the
landlord can also apply for Third Party Deductions to
reduce this, where an additional amount is taken
monthly from the claimant’s personal allowance.
From Property118

dwp guidance
DWP have produced a new page giving guidance on the
benefits available:
https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/
employment-and-benefits-support/
The DWP Landlord Guide was last updated on 28
February 2020.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/universalcredit-and-rented-housing--2/universal-credit-andrented-housing-guide-for-landlords

It is worth looking at this guide on a regular basis as
updates are frequently made.
Ruth Clarke
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coronavirus act 2020 emergency legislation on
evictions
Following Royal Assent of emergency coronavirus
legislation on 25 March, the Coronavirus Act 2020 has
become an Act of Parliament with immediate effect. It
states that it is in force until 30 September 2020 but this
is subject to the ability for it to be extended as
necessary.
Section 81 and Schedule 29 of the Coronavirus Act
2020 includes a lot of information and amendment to
existing legislation. It is titled ‘Residential tenancies in
England and Wales: protection from eviction’.
In a nutshell, the following provisions are perhaps of
most interest to both landlords and tenants:
1. Three-month notice period
A three-month notice period will now apply to any
notice to quit or notice seeking possession under the
Protection from Eviction Act 1977, the Housing Act
1985 and the Housing Act 1988. There is also the power
for the Secretary of State to alter the three-month period
to a six-month period.
2. Legislation applies to all notices
The legislation applies to all notices to quit or notices
seeking possession and not, as previously intimated, just
those stemming from coronavirus related issues. This
includes protected tenancies, statutory tenancies,
assured tenancies and periodic tenancies.
3. Ongoing proceedings are affected
Ongoing possession proceedings and/or those currently
issued or lodged with the Court were previously
unaffected. However, on 27 March, the Master of the
Rolls announced that all possession proceedings are to
be suspended for 90 days, with the potential for this
period to be extended. The suspension will affect both
new and existing claims.
The courts have now also classified applications to stay
existing possession orders and applications to suspend
warrants of possession as Priority 1 cases. In other
words, these cases must be dealt with. The Lord Chief
Justice has advised judges that they should not be
making any order which risks impacting on public
health during the period of national crisis.
4. Notices issued prior to the legislation are
unaffected
Any notices issued prior to the legislation coming into
force are also unaffected and possession proceedings
can be commenced as normal. However, there are also
likely to be significant delays with these being issued
and/or dealt with by the Court.
New guidance issued by the Ministry of Housing,

Communities and Local Government has confirmed that
notices issued prior to the legislation coming into force
are unaffected, but any ensuing possession proceedings
will be subject to the 90-day suspension.
5. Three-month notice period for section 8 and 21
notices
Both section 8 and section 21 notices must provide a
three-month notice period (together with the previous
service requirements and dates) irrespective of the
ground (for section 8 notices).
The new Ministry of Housing guidance strongly advises
landlords not to commence new notices seeking
possession during this period without the landlord
having a very good reason to do so.
6. No provision for rent relief
There is no provision for rent relief for tenants. Even if
a tenant is unable to pay rent as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic, a landlord is still entitled to
serve notice – albeit it with the new three-month notice
period. This does not, of course, stop landlords from
offering payment breaks or instalment plans to their
tenants to assist them if they know they are struggling
financially during this period.
7. New possession proceedings can be issued
New possession proceedings can be issued provided that
the landlord has complied with the notice period and the
other requirements set out in the legislation. This
includes serving notice of intention to commence
proceedings on some types of tenancies.
However, all possession proceedings have now been
suspended for 90 days and this applies to new, as well
as existing, claims. There is also extended pre-action
protocol on possession proceedings in the pipeline,
which will require landlords to reach out to their tenants
to understand their financial position before issuing
court proceedings.
The legislation makes it is more important than ever for
landlords to seek the appropriate help and guidance if
they feel that they must serve notice on their tenants for
any number of reasons.
From Coodes

A copy of the Act can be found on the
CRLA website in Public Pages
Look on the Legislation from Central
and Local Government page

spring has sprung—navigating property maintenance
during covid-19
Spring has sprung - navigating property
maintenance during COVID-19
With the clocks springing forward by an hour on 29
March, we can all expect longer, lighter evenings as we
make our way into the new season. Spring has long
represented a great opportunity for landlords to carry
out essential property maintenance after the harsh
winter weather has finally subsided, however at present

landlords face a maintenance dilemma.
The current coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak has
naturally concerned landlords for a number of reasons,
including missed rental payments, tenant wellbeing,
property maintenance and the impact on their own
finances. It is an understandably worrying time for
landlords, who are not only responsible for their own
family, but their tenants too. We have put
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together comprehensive guidance on how to support
your tenants and maintain your property during this
uncertain time.
So, as a landlord should you continue to perform
property inspections and maintenance during this
period?
First and foremost, landlords are still legally obligated
to keep their rental property in a good state of repair and
ensure that any necessary property inspections are being
carried out. However, this must be correctly assessed
and balanced against the potential risk of infection or
spread of COVID-19 and should not put you or your
tenants at risk.
The Government recently released guidance for
landlords and tenants in the private and social rented
sectors with further details on how to navigate this
unprecedented time. They have issued the following
summarised guidance on property maintenance:
• Landlords’ repair obligations have not changed. It is
in the best interests of both tenants and landlords to
ensure that properties are kept in good repair and
free from hazards
• Good management requires regular review and
maintenance of a property, but we understand that
planned inspections may be more difficult at this
time. However, that is no reason to allow dangerous
conditions to persist
• We encourage tenants to inform landlords early and
engage constructively in the event that they
encounter any issues with the condition of the
property. Technological solutions such as
smartphones can be used to reduce the need for inperson inspections of property issues
• Where reasonable and safe for you, and in line with
other government guidance, you should make every
effort to review and address issues brought to your
attention by your tenants, and keep records of your
efforts
The Government also notes that during these
unprecedented times they highly encourage tenants and
landlords to take a “pragmatic, common-sense approach
to non-urgent issues which are affected by COVID-19
related restrictions”.
Whilst spring property maintenance may not currently
be at the top of your priority list, conducting an
improvised inspection with the help of your tenants, can
help to ensure that you fulfil your obligations while also
potentially mitigating any issues later on in the year.
The importance of SPRING property maintenance
You may not be able to follow our NLA Property
Insurance spring property maintenance guide to the
letter under the current circumstances, however it still
contains useful hints and tips to keep you and your
tenants on track.
Adaptations to our S P R I N G maintenance acronym
can help.
Structure
As a landlord, carrying out an inspection of the property
structure is made more difficult if you can’t access the

property in the first place. In the event of any worrying
structural issues that put your tenants at risk this is a
very different story, however, for most landlords this
simply means assessing any damage caused to the
building over the harsh winter weather, including roof
damage, wood rot or subsidence.
If you are unable to carry out an inspection in person,
and have a good rapport with your tenants, why not seek
their help in assessing these key areas? Tenants who
understand your motivations for doing this may be
happy to help out with a quick checklist of visual
inspections that they can report back to you. Don’t
forget in this instance to keep detailed records of this
and don’t ask your tenants to carry out any potentially
unsafe maintenance on your behalf, especially if it
requires professional advice or support. It is still your
responsibility to ensure the safety and security of your
tenants at all times.
If you don’t have a glowing relationship with your
tenants now is as good a chance as any to check in and
see how they are doing during the current lockdown - it
could help to build their trust in you as a good landlord.
This will help you to build your relationship, benefiting
both your tenant and the property. In the event that this
is simply not possible, ensure that you keep a record for
future reference and make it clear that you have made
every attempt to address any issues that have been
raised.
Pipes
Checking pipes after a long cold winter is vital to ensure
that they are in good working order and not
experiencing a reduced flow, blockage or have burst.
Ask your tenants to notify you if they experience a
reduced flow in water, which could signify an issue
with the pipework.
It is also worthwhile informing your tenants of the
location of the stopcock in the event of an emergency,
to limit any damage caused by a burst pipe. This is a
simple, yet extremely effective, tip should the worst
happen.
Removal
Now is a great time to remind tenants about the
importance of keeping the property clean and tidy, as
well as notifying you of any potential problems with
white goods and appliances.
Any leaves, twigs or rubbish accumulating around the
property not only makes it unpleasant to look at, but
also causes safety concerns, such as dried leaves and
twigs which could present a fire hazard or discarded
waste which attracts pests.
Inspection
Unless essential repairs are required, it is unlikely that
you will be able to carry out a regular inspection in
person for the foreseeable. In this instance
improvisation is a landlord’s aid, carrying out a virtual
property inspection could be one way around this issue.
This would give your tenants the perfect opportunity to
discuss any property concerns they have with you,
document your inspection and provide you with the
(Continued on page 16)
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opportunity to see the property, albeit not in person.
Once restrictions are lifted you can then resume regular
inspections.
With more people in their homes over this period,
condensation, damp and mould is a particular area that
you should play close attention to. Read more about
damp, mould and condensation here.
Next time
Despite the current lockdown timeline being unclear,
the current confinement provides landlords and their
tenants time to think about the months to come and
identify any potential problems that could impact the
property long term.
Remember, carrying out this pre-emptive maintenance
can keep you one step ahead of problems, leaving your
property and tenants healthy and happy.
Garden
Landlords should not ask tenants to perform any
potentially unsafe maintenance on the property such as
cutting down trees and shrubbery or checking the roof
and guttering as this puts them at significant risk.
However, encouraging your tenants to get some fresh
air in the garden or any outside space you have (while
remaining compliant with social distancing measures),
is not only great for their mental health but could even
be beneficial from a property perspective.
Why not initiate a constructive dialogue with your
tenants about the garden? There may be small aspects of
property maintenance that they can carry out on your
behalf such as light weeding, tidying and general
maintenance. Some of this may already be your tenant’s
responsibility so double check your tenancy agreement.
Top tip: don’t forget to keep all spring property
maintenance properly documented and time stamped.
For more hints and tips read our full landlord guide to
spring property maintenance.
The importance of good landlord and tenant
communication
The vast majority of revised spring tips involve good
quality communication with your tenants. While this is
easier said than done for some landlords and tenants it is
this communication that matters now more than ever.
Getting this right can significantly reduce problems
and property stress for you both. Find out more about
how to sustain good communication with your
tenants here.
Why not also share our handy tenant advice checklist to

help your tenants support spring property maintenance?
If you haven’t already, make sure that you speak to your
tenants during this unsettling time. It is likely that you
are currently facing similar worries over rental
payments, housing and financial factors. A problem
shared is a problem halved. Read more about how you
can support your tenants’ wellbeing, and your
own, during this time.
Maintenance responsibilities
The distinction between landlord and tenant
responsibilities during the current climate have in some
instances become blurred. This doesn’t mean however
that landlords should not take their legal responsibilities
seriously, and as stated by the Government, landlords
repair obligations have not changed.
However, it is not unrealistic to assume that, as a result
of current restrictions, some property maintenance and
inspections may involve greater landlord and tenant
collaboration. This is an extremely positive factor in
building a lasting and successful landlord and tenant
relationship, whereby open communication can help
resolve issues and potentially prevent them from
occurring in the first place.
Just as landlords’ obligations and responsibilities
remain the same, tenants’ do too. In a number of areas,
such as garden maintenance, this should be clearly
outlined in the tenancy agreement. However, during
these trying and ever-changing times no two days ever
seem the same. Operating with empathy, understanding
and patience is the key to navigating this uncertain
time together.
The importance of future planning
The current pandemic won’t last forever and despite
ongoing daily changes as a result of COVID-19, you are
still responsible for the safety and security of your
property and tenants. Whilst current maintenance will
be impacted in the short term, eventually landlords will
return to conducting usual property inspections and
maintenance and so putting best practice methods into
place now can serve you well once the pandemic is
over.
Continuing to carry out as much of your spring property
maintenance regime as you can will stand you in good
form for the summer, autumn and winter months. Don’t
forget to also protect your property for a number of
eventualities with comprehensive landlord insurance.
From NRLA

housing tenant issued britain’s first ‘coronavirus
injunction’
The first ‘coronavirus injunction’ has been issued to a
housing tenant in Manchester for breaking rules on
social distancing.
The housing association, Mosscare St Vincent’s, took
urgent legal action after the tenant allowed an excessive
number of visitors to come and go from his property,
and held noisy parties for up to 20 people.
The injunction prevents the tenant from allowing any

visitor apart from their children to visit the property
until Government rules have been relaxed.
Matt Jones, director of customers at Mosscare St
Vincent’s said: ‘Residents must realise that the
restrictions put in place by the Government are to
minimise the spread of the virus and must be adhered to.
’We will continue to take appropriate action to ensure
that residents living in our communities are kept safe
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during this time of unprecedented risk.’
Amy Stirton, associate solicitor at Forbes Solicitors,
added: ‘The Antisocial Behaviour, Crime and Policing
Act 2014 provides an array of tools that can be utilised
by landlords during this national emergency and this

case demonstrates that whilst the court is now
compelled to suspend proceedings relating to possession
cases, it is still prepared to take steps to ensure that
members of the public are protected.’
From localgov.co.uk

council tax and landlords
The Valuation Office Agency values properties for the
purpose of council tax. The amount of council tax you
have to pay depends on the band of your property.
The Valuation Office Agency, part of Her Majesty’s
Revenues and Customs, has put every home into one of
eight valuation bands. The valuation is based on an
estimate of what your home would have been worth on
1 April 1991.
Band Property valuation (1 April 1991)
Band A
Up to and including £40,000
Band B
£40,001 - £52,000
Band C
£52,001 - £68,000
Band D
£68,001 - £88,000
Band E
£88,001 - £120,000
Band F
£120,001 - £160,000
Band G
£160,001 - £320,000
Band H
More than £320,000
Make sure you advise Cornwall Council of the date on
which a tenant moves into the property and takes over
responsibility for payment of Council Tax. They will
need full name and contact details. If possible use the
form on Cornwall Council website to do this.
https://secure.cornwall.gov.uk/form/auto/
benef_landlord_coa
Use the same form to notify the end of a tenancy and
the date you, the landlord will be taking over
responsibility for payment of Council Tax.
There is another form to complete if anything changes,
for example:
• You buy another property
• You sell another property
• A tenant has passed away
• You change your name
• You start using an agency
• You change your correspondence address
https://secure.cornwall.gov.uk/form/auto/
cserv_contact_us?Service=CouncilTax
When Is The Landlord Responsible For Paying
Council Tax?
Landlords are not normally responsible for paying the
bill as this is down to the tenants.
As the landlord of a property you may be responsible
for paying the council tax in the following
circumstances:
In-between tenants - When you are in-between tenants,
you will be responsible for paying the bill.
Tenants under 18 - If all the tenants in the property are
under the age of 18, you will be liable but you will be
exempt, whilst all of the tenants remain under the age of

18 (Another form on the website to complete but it
appears you will need to log into their site to complete
this).
Houses in multiple occupation (HMO): You may be
responsible for paying the bill if you have more than
one tenant in the property and they each have their own
tenancy agreement and, therefore, do not pay the rent
for the whole of the property, or the tenancy agreement
stipulates that they can only occupy part of the property.
[The Valuation Office have deemed some HMOs to be
comprised of separate ’hereditaments’ and so each
occupier is responsible for payment of the Council Tax
for their particular area of responsibility. The Council
do not have any say over this].
To make sure your bill is right first time, we need to
know about any changes to your tenants, details of their
tenancy agreement and any unoccupied periods in the
property.
Council tax law says that the owner, managing agent, or
resident of a dwelling must give us certain information
if they have it.
• Whether the property is rented as furnished or
unfurnished
• Your tenant’s full name, and the start and end date
of their tenancy agreement
• If they moved in or out on a different date to the
start or end of their tenancy, and
• If there is more than one tenant, whether there is a
joint tenancy agreement or separate individual
agreements
You are not legally obliged to give your tenants’
previous address or their forwarding address after they
have moved out, but it is helpful if you can provide it.
All of this information is requested in the form
mentioned above.
If your tenants are liable for the council tax charges and
they fall into arrears, any debt will stay in their name. It
will not stay with the property or be transferred to you.
If your tenant is struggling with their council tax
payments, it may be possible for them to get help by
applying for Council Tax Support (CTS).
Your tenant cannot claim Council Tax Support if they
are not responsible for paying the bill.
When they move out of the property, it is important that
we are told as soon as possible and provided with a
forwarding address, if known. This is so that we can
close their account and forward all communication to
their new address.
Using Information From Cornwall Council Website
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Cornwall Council Notice of Council Tax for 2019-2020 Notice is hereby given under Section 38 of the
Local Government Finance Act 1992, that on 26 February 2019, Cornwall Council in accordance with
Section 30 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, set the following amounts of council tax for the
financial year 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020, for each of the categories of homes shown in this table. The
figures below include amounts being collected for Cornwall Council, Devon & Cornwall Police and Crime
Commissioner and the relevant Town or Parish Council.
Parish
Advent
Altarnun
Antony
Blisland
Boconnoc
Bodmin
Botus Fleming
Boyton
Breage
Broadoak
Bude-Stratton
Budock
Callington
Calstock
Camborne
Camelford
Cardinham
Carharrack
Carlyon
Carn Brea
Chacewater
Colan
Constantine
Crantock
Crowan
Cubert
Cuby
Cury
Davidstow
Deviock
Dobwalls
Duloe
Egloshayle
Egloskerry
Falmouth
Feock
Forrabury-Minster
Fowey
Germoe
Gerrans
Grade-Ruan
Grampound
Gunwalloe
Gweek
Gwennap
Gwinear/Gwithian
Hayle
Helland
Helston
Illogan
Jacobstow
Kea
Kenwyn
Kilkhampton
Ladock
Landewednack

A
£

1,164.82
1,182.06
1,202.95
1,224.17
1,159.58
1,376.44
1,190.41
1,180.73
1,203.35
1,159.58
1,317.13
1,180.07
1,293.35
1,211.35
1,285.33
1,311.93
1,190.59
1,172.29
1,181.74
1,210.44
1,193.15
1,168.41
1,195.63
1,210.19
1,194.62
1,194.29
1,176.45
1,192.33
1,162.65
1,199.06
1,172.93
1,184.28
1,187.91
1,175.66
1,345.51
1,199.26
1,214.15
1,220.15
1,187.47
1,185.44
1,192.72
1,200.69
1,194.03
1,184.73
1,198.98
1,208.99
1,275.04
1,167.56
1,248.37
1,244.59
1,176.97
1,189.49
1,195.35
1,189.48
1,182.94
1,195.92

B
£

1,358.96
1,379.07
1,403.44
1,428.20
1,352.85
1,605.85
1,388.81
1,377.51
1,403.91
1,352.85
1,536.65
1,376.74
1,508.90
1,413.24
1,499.56
1,530.58
1,389.02
1,367.68
1,378.70
1,412.18
1,392.00
1,363.15
1,394.91
1,411.89
1,393.72
1,393.33
1,372.53
1,391.05
1,356.42
1,398.90
1,368.41
1,381.66
1,385.90
1,371.60
1,569.77
1,399.14
1,416.50
1,423.51
1,385.39
1,383.01
1,391.51
1,400.81
1,393.04
1,382.18
1,398.81
1,410.48
1,487.55
1,362.15
1,456.43
1,452.03
1,373.13
1,387.74
1,394.58
1,387.73
1,380.10
1,395.24

C
£

1,553.09
1,576.08
1,603.93
1,632.23
1,546.10
1,835.25
1,587.21
1,574.30
1,604.47
1,546.10
1,756.17
1,573.42
1,724.46
1,615.13
1,713.78
1,749.24
1,587.45
1,563.06
1,575.65
1,613.92
1,590.86
1,557.88
1,594.18
1,613.59
1,592.83
1,592.38
1,568.60
1,589.77
1,550.20
1,598.75
1,563.90
1,579.04
1,583.88
1,567.55
1,794.02
1,599.01
1,618.86
1,626.87
1,583.30
1,580.59
1,590.29
1,600.92
1,592.04
1,579.64
1,598.64
1,611.98
1,700.05
1,556.75
1,664.49
1,659.46
1,569.29
1,585.99
1,593.80
1,585.97
1,577.25
1,594.56

D
£

1,747.23
1,773.09
1,804.42
1,836.26
1,739.37
2,064.66
1,785.61
1,771.09
1,805.03
1,739.37
1,975.69
1,770.10
1,940.02
1,817.02
1,928.00
1,967.89
1,785.88
1,758.44
1,772.61
1,815.66
1,789.72
1,752.62
1,793.45
1,815.29
1,791.93
1,791.43
1,764.68
1,788.49
1,743.97
1,798.59
1,759.39
1,776.42
1,781.87
1,763.49
2,018.27
1,798.89
1,821.22
1,830.23
1,781.21
1,778.16
1,789.08
1,801.04
1,791.05
1,777.09
1,798.47
1,813.48
1,912.56
1,751.34
1,872.55
1,866.89
1,765.45
1,784.24
1,793.03
1,784.22
1,774.41
1,793.88

E
£

2,135.50
2,167.11
2,205.40
2,244.32
2,125.89
2,523.47
2,182.41
2,164.67
2,206.15
2,125.89
2,414.73
2,163.46
2,371.14
2,220.80
2,356.44
2,405.20
2,182.74
2,149.20
2,166.52
2,219.14
2,187.44
2,142.09
2,191.99
2,218.69
2,190.14
2,189.53
2,156.83
2,185.93
2,131.52
2,198.28
2,150.37
2,171.18
2,177.84
2,155.38
2,466.77
2,198.64
2,225.94
2,236.95
2,177.03
2,173.31
2,186.65
2,201.27
2,189.06
2,172.00
2,198.13
2,216.48
2,337.57
2,140.53
2,288.67
2,281.75
2,157.77
2,180.74
2,191.48
2,180.71
2,168.72
2,192.52

F
£

2,523.78
2,561.13
2,606.38
2,652.38
2,512.43
2,982.29
2,579.21
2,558.24
2,607.27
2,512.43
2,853.77
2,556.81
2,802.25
2,624.58
2,784.89
2,842.51
2,579.60
2,539.97
2,560.44
2,622.62
2,585.15
2,531.56
2,590.54
2,622.09
2,588.34
2,587.62
2,548.98
2,583.37
2,519.07
2,597.96
2,541.34
2,565.94
2,573.81
2,547.26
2,915.28
2,598.40
2,630.65
2,643.67
2,572.86
2,568.45
2,584.23
2,601.50
2,587.07
2,566.91
2,597.79
2,619.47
2,762.59
2,529.71
2,704.79
2,696.62
2,550.09
2,577.24
2,589.93
2,577.21
2,563.04
2,591.16

G
£

2,912.05
2,955.15
3,007.37
3,060.43
2,898.95
3,441.10
2,976.02
2,951.82
3,008.38
2,898.95
3,292.82
2,950.17
3,233.37
3,028.37
3,213.33
3,279.82
2,976.47
2,930.73
2,954.35
3,026.10
2,982.87
2,921.03
2,989.08
3,025.48
2,986.55
2,985.72
2,941.13
2,980.82
2,906.62
2,997.65
2,932.32
2,960.70
2,969.78
2,939.15
3,363.78
2,998.15
3,035.37
3,050.38
2,968.68
2,963.60
2,981.80
3,001.73
2,985.08
2,961.82
2,997.45
3,022.47
3,187.60
2,918.90
3,120.92
3,111.48
2,942.42
2,973.73
2,988.38
2,973.70
2,957.35
2,989.80

H
£

3,494.46
3,546.18
3,608.84
3,672.52
3,478.74
4,129.32
3,571.22
3,542.18
3,610.06
3,478.74
3,951.38
3,540.20
3,880.04
3,634.04
3,856.00
3,935.78
3,571.76
3,516.88
3,545.22
3,631.32
3,579.44
3,505.24
3,586.90
3,630.58
3,583.86
3,582.86
3,529.36
3,576.98
3,487.94
3,597.18
3,518.78
3,552.84
3,563.74
3,526.98
4,036.54
3,597.78
3,642.44
3,660.46
3,562.42
3,556.32
3,578.16
3,602.08
3,582.10
3,554.18
3,596.94
3,626.96
3,825.12
3,502.68
3,745.10
3,733.78
3,530.90
3,568.48
3,586.06
3,568.44
3,548.82
3,587.76
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Parish
Landrake
Landulph
Laneast
Lanhydrock
Lanivet
Lanlivery
Lanner
Lanreath
Lanteglos
Launcells
Launceston
Lawhitton
Lesnewth
Lewannick
Lezant
Linkinhorne
Liskeard
Looe
Lostwithiel
Ludgvan
Luxulyan
Mabe
Madron
Maker with Rame
Manaccan
Marazion
Marhamchurch
Mawgan in Meneage
Mawnan
Menheniot
Mevagissey
Michaelstow
Millbrook
Morvah
Morval
Morwenstow
Mullion
Mylor
Newquay
North Hill
North Petherwin
North Tamerton
Otterham
Padstow
Paul
Pelynt
Penryn
Pentewan Valley
Penzance
Perranarworthal
Perranuthnoe
Perranzabuloe
Philleigh
Pillaton
Polperro
Porthleven
Portreath
Poundstock
Probus
Quethiock
Redruth
Roche
Ruanlanihorne

A
£

1,190.37
1,192.29
1,173.56
1,179.29
1,200.62
1,188.93
1,230.78
1,189.13
1,208.83
1,179.35
1,307.59
1,175.21
1,174.51
1,197.58
1,178.04
1,187.51
1,253.63
1,268.70
1,290.21
1,183.07
1,194.45
1,182.85
1,190.27
1,230.81
1,195.27
1,224.69
1,196.99
1,217.47
1,192.13
1,181.15
1,208.12
1,192.89
1,254.04
1,159.58
1,194.20
1,186.99
1,200.67
1,190.11
1,303.24
1,186.60
1,179.05
1,178.71
1,180.87
1,159.58
1,176.83
1,219.39
1,239.39
1,191.13
1,293.86
1,185.47
1,187.23
1,240.16
1,166.31
1,172.19
1,231.38
1,231.28
1,213.44
1,211.46
1,196.77
1,191.89
1,259.13
1,215.30
1,194.48

B
£

1,388.77
1,391.00
1,369.15
1,375.84
1,400.72
1,387.08
1,435.91
1,387.32
1,410.31
1,375.90
1,525.53
1,371.07
1,370.27
1,397.18
1,374.38
1,385.43
1,462.57
1,480.15
1,505.24
1,380.24
1,393.53
1,379.99
1,388.65
1,435.94
1,394.48
1,428.80
1,396.48
1,420.39
1,390.81
1,378.01
1,409.47
1,391.70
1,463.05
1,352.85
1,393.23
1,384.83
1,400.78
1,388.46
1,520.45
1,384.37
1,375.55
1,375.17
1,377.69
1,352.85
1,372.96
1,422.62
1,445.96
1,389.66
1,509.50
1,383.04
1,385.10
1,446.85
1,360.70
1,367.56
1,436.61
1,436.49
1,415.68
1,413.37
1,396.23
1,390.54
1,468.99
1,417.85
1,393.56

C
£

1,587.16
1,589.72
1,564.75
1,572.39
1,600.83
1,585.24
1,641.04
1,585.51
1,611.78
1,572.46
1,743.46
1,566.94
1,566.02
1,596.77
1,570.72
1,583.35
1,671.51
1,691.60
1,720.28
1,577.42
1,592.60
1,577.13
1,587.03
1,641.08
1,593.69
1,632.92
1,595.98
1,623.30
1,589.50
1,574.87
1,610.83
1,590.52
1,672.05
1,546.10
1,592.27
1,582.66
1,600.89
1,586.81
1,737.65
1,582.13
1,572.06
1,571.62
1,574.50
1,546.10
1,569.10
1,625.85
1,652.52
1,588.18
1,725.15
1,580.62
1,582.97
1,653.55
1,555.08
1,562.92
1,641.84
1,641.71
1,617.92
1,615.28
1,595.69
1,589.19
1,678.84
1,620.40
1,592.64

D
£

1,785.56
1,788.43
1,760.34
1,768.94
1,800.93
1,783.39
1,846.17
1,783.70
1,813.25
1,769.02
1,961.39
1,762.81
1,761.77
1,796.37
1,767.06
1,781.27
1,880.45
1,903.05
1,935.31
1,774.60
1,791.68
1,774.27
1,785.41
1,846.21
1,792.90
1,837.03
1,795.48
1,826.21
1,788.19
1,771.73
1,812.18
1,789.33
1,881.06
1,739.37
1,791.30
1,780.49
1,801.00
1,785.16
1,954.86
1,779.90
1,768.57
1,768.07
1,771.31
1,739.37
1,765.24
1,829.08
1,859.09
1,786.70
1,940.79
1,778.20
1,780.84
1,860.24
1,749.47
1,758.29
1,847.07
1,846.92
1,820.16
1,817.19
1,795.15
1,787.84
1,888.70
1,822.95
1,791.72

E
£

2,182.35
2,185.86
2,151.53
2,162.04
2,201.14
2,179.70
2,256.43
2,180.08
2,216.19
2,162.14
2,397.25
2,154.55
2,153.27
2,195.56
2,159.74
2,177.11
2,298.33
2,325.95
2,365.38
2,168.96
2,189.83
2,168.55
2,182.17
2,256.48
2,191.32
2,245.26
2,194.48
2,232.03
2,185.57
2,165.45
2,214.89
2,186.96
2,299.07
2,125.89
2,189.37
2,176.15
2,201.22
2,181.86
2,389.27
2,175.43
2,161.59
2,160.97
2,164.93
2,125.89
2,157.52
2,235.54
2,272.22
2,183.74
2,372.08
2,173.36
2,176.58
2,273.63
2,138.24
2,149.02
2,257.53
2,257.35
2,224.64
2,221.01
2,194.07
2,185.14
2,308.41
2,228.05
2,189.88

F
£

2,579.14
2,583.29
2,542.71
2,555.14
2,601.34
2,576.01
2,666.69
2,576.46
2,619.14
2,555.25
2,833.12
2,546.28
2,544.78
2,594.76
2,552.42
2,572.95
2,716.21
2,748.85
2,795.45
2,563.31
2,587.98
2,562.83
2,578.93
2,666.75
2,589.74
2,653.49
2,593.47
2,637.86
2,582.94
2,559.17
2,617.59
2,584.59
2,717.09
2,512.43
2,587.43
2,571.82
2,601.44
2,578.56
2,823.69
2,570.97
2,554.60
2,553.88
2,558.56
2,512.43
2,549.79
2,642.00
2,685.35
2,580.79
2,803.36
2,568.51
2,572.32
2,687.01
2,527.01
2,539.75
2,667.99
2,667.77
2,629.12
2,624.83
2,592.99
2,582.44
2,728.12
2,633.15
2,588.04

G
£

2,975.93
2,980.72
2,933.90
2,948.23
3,001.55
2,972.32
3,076.95
2,972.83
3,022.08
2,948.37
3,268.98
2,938.02
2,936.28
2,993.95
2,945.10
2,968.78
3,134.08
3,171.75
3,225.52
2,957.67
2,986.13
2,957.12
2,975.68
3,077.02
2,988.17
3,061.72
2,992.47
3,043.68
2,980.32
2,952.88
3,020.30
2,982.22
3,135.10
2,898.95
2,985.50
2,967.48
3,001.67
2,975.27
3,258.10
2,966.50
2,947.62
2,946.78
2,952.18
2,898.95
2,942.07
3,048.47
3,098.48
2,977.83
3,234.65
2,963.67
2,968.07
3,100.40
2,915.78
2,930.48
3,078.45
3,078.20
3,033.60
3,028.65
2,991.92
2,979.73
3,147.83
3,038.25
2,986.20

H
£

3,571.12
3,576.86
3,520.68
3,537.88
3,601.86
3,566.78
3,692.34
3,567.40
3,626.50
3,538.04
3,922.78
3,525.62
3,523.54
3,592.74
3,534.12
3,562.54
3,760.90
3,806.10
3,870.62
3,549.20
3,583.36
3,548.54
3,570.82
3,692.42
3,585.80
3,674.06
3,590.96
3,652.42
3,576.38
3,543.46
3,624.36
3,578.66
3,762.12
3,478.74
3,582.60
3,560.98
3,602.00
3,570.32
3,909.72
3,559.80
3,537.14
3,536.14
3,542.62
3,478.74
3,530.48
3,658.16
3,718.18
3,573.40
3,881.58
3,556.40
3,561.68
3,720.48
3,498.94
3,516.58
3,694.14
3,693.84
3,640.32
3,634.38
3,590.30
3,575.68
3,777.40
3,645.90
3,583.44

(Continued on page 20)
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Parish
Saltash
Sancreed
Sennen
Sheviock
Sithney
South Hill
South Petherwin
St Agnes
St Allen
St Anthony
St Austell Bay
St Austell Town
St Blaise
St Breock
St Breward
St Buryan
St Cleer
St Clement
St Clether
St Columb Major
St Day
St Dennis
St Dominic
St Endellion
St Enoder
St Erme
St Erth
St Ervan
St Eval
St Ewe
St Gennys
St Germans
St Gluvias
St Goran
St Hilary
St Issey
St Ive
St Ives
St John
St Juliot
St Just
St Just-in-Roseland
St Keverne
St Kew
St Keyne
St Levan
St Mabyn
St Martin by Looe
St Martin in Meneage
St Mawgan in Pydar
St Mellion
St Merryn
St Mewan
St Michael Caerhays
St Michael Penkivel
St Michael's Mount
St Minver Highlands
St Minver Lowlands
St Neot
St Newlyn East
St Pinnock
St Sampson
St Stephen in Brannel
St Stephens by Launceston

A
£

1,302.97
1,175.83
1,229.93
1,201.37
1,186.80
1,191.36
1,175.95
1,229.66
1,215.77
1,175.09
1,195.54
1,232.77
1,189.91
1,196.25
1,190.83
1,180.63
1,189.65
1,178.37
1,165.01
1,253.45
1,190.50
1,254.39
1,183.51
1,191.01
1,206.93
1,210.91
1,234.55
1,173.31
1,180.00
1,176.03
1,194.61
1,229.61
1,191.74
1,182.99
1,174.43
1,182.07
1,217.83
1,232.37
1,176.15
1,167.43
1,248.65
1,177.88
1,194.07
1,169.37
1,212.17
1,190.45
1,212.83
1,207.83
1,192.10
1,201.85
1,194.41
1,170.79
1,199.44
1,159.58
1,171.29
1,159.58
1,200.83
1,186.53
1,213.41
1,210.19
1,187.55
1,177.71
1,232.80
1,191.65

B
£

1,520.13
1,371.81
1,434.91
1,401.60
1,384.60
1,389.92
1,371.95
1,434.60
1,418.39
1,370.94
1,394.80
1,438.23
1,388.22
1,395.63
1,389.30
1,377.40
1,387.93
1,374.76
1,359.17
1,462.36
1,388.92
1,463.45
1,380.77
1,389.52
1,408.08
1,412.72
1,440.31
1,368.87
1,376.67
1,372.03
1,393.72
1,434.55
1,390.36
1,380.16
1,370.16
1,379.09
1,420.81
1,437.76
1,372.17
1,362.01
1,456.75
1,374.19
1,393.08
1,364.27
1,414.20
1,388.86
1,414.97
1,409.14
1,390.78
1,402.16
1,393.48
1,365.92
1,399.35
1,352.85
1,366.50
1,352.85
1,400.97
1,384.29
1,415.64
1,411.88
1,385.48
1,374.00
1,438.27
1,390.25

C
£

1,737.29
1,567.78
1,639.90
1,601.83
1,582.40
1,588.48
1,567.94
1,639.55
1,621.02
1,566.79
1,594.05
1,643.69
1,586.54
1,595.00
1,587.77
1,574.17
1,586.20
1,571.16
1,553.34
1,671.27
1,587.33
1,672.52
1,578.02
1,588.02
1,609.24
1,614.54
1,646.07
1,564.42
1,573.33
1,568.04
1,592.82
1,639.48
1,588.99
1,577.32
1,565.90
1,576.10
1,623.78
1,643.16
1,568.20
1,556.58
1,664.86
1,570.51
1,592.09
1,559.16
1,616.23
1,587.27
1,617.11
1,610.44
1,589.47
1,602.47
1,592.55
1,561.05
1,599.25
1,546.10
1,561.72
1,546.10
1,601.11
1,582.04
1,617.88
1,613.58
1,583.40
1,570.28
1,643.73
1,588.86

D
£

1,954.45
1,763.75
1,844.89
1,802.06
1,780.20
1,787.04
1,763.93
1,844.49
1,823.65
1,762.64
1,793.31
1,849.15
1,784.86
1,794.38
1,786.24
1,770.94
1,784.48
1,767.55
1,747.51
1,880.18
1,785.75
1,881.58
1,775.27
1,786.52
1,810.39
1,816.36
1,851.83
1,759.97
1,770.00
1,764.04
1,791.92
1,844.42
1,787.61
1,774.49
1,761.64
1,773.11
1,826.75
1,848.55
1,764.22
1,751.15
1,872.97
1,766.82
1,791.10
1,754.06
1,818.26
1,785.68
1,819.25
1,811.75
1,788.15
1,802.78
1,791.62
1,756.18
1,799.16
1,739.37
1,756.93
1,739.37
1,801.25
1,779.80
1,820.11
1,815.28
1,781.33
1,766.57
1,849.20
1,787.47

E
£

2,388.77
2,155.69
2,254.87
2,202.52
2,175.80
2,184.16
2,155.91
2,254.38
2,228.91
2,154.34
2,191.82
2,260.07
2,181.50
2,193.13
2,183.18
2,164.48
2,181.03
2,160.34
2,135.85
2,298.00
2,182.58
2,299.71
2,169.77
2,183.52
2,212.70
2,220.00
2,263.35
2,151.07
2,163.33
2,156.05
2,190.12
2,254.29
2,184.86
2,168.82
2,153.12
2,167.13
2,232.69
2,259.34
2,156.27
2,140.29
2,289.19
2,159.45
2,189.12
2,143.85
2,222.32
2,182.50
2,223.53
2,214.36
2,185.52
2,203.40
2,189.76
2,146.44
2,198.97
2,125.89
2,147.36
2,125.89
2,201.53
2,175.31
2,224.58
2,218.68
2,177.18
2,159.14
2,260.13
2,184.69

F
£

2,823.09
2,547.64
2,664.84
2,602.98
2,571.40
2,581.28
2,547.90
2,664.26
2,634.16
2,546.04
2,590.34
2,670.99
2,578.13
2,591.88
2,580.12
2,558.02
2,577.58
2,553.13
2,524.18
2,715.82
2,579.42
2,717.84
2,564.28
2,580.53
2,615.01
2,623.63
2,674.87
2,542.18
2,556.67
2,548.06
2,588.33
2,664.16
2,582.10
2,563.15
2,544.59
2,561.16
2,638.64
2,670.13
2,548.32
2,529.44
2,705.40
2,552.07
2,587.14
2,533.64
2,626.38
2,579.32
2,627.81
2,616.97
2,582.88
2,604.02
2,587.90
2,536.70
2,598.79
2,512.43
2,537.79
2,512.43
2,601.81
2,570.82
2,629.05
2,622.07
2,573.03
2,551.71
2,671.07
2,581.90

G
£

3,257.42
2,939.58
3,074.82
3,003.43
2,967.00
2,978.40
2,939.88
3,074.15
3,039.42
2,937.73
2,988.85
3,081.92
2,974.77
2,990.63
2,977.07
2,951.57
2,974.13
2,945.92
2,912.52
3,133.63
2,976.25
3,135.97
2,958.78
2,977.53
3,017.32
3,027.27
3,086.38
2,933.28
2,950.00
2,940.07
2,986.53
3,074.03
2,979.35
2,957.48
2,936.07
2,955.18
3,044.58
3,080.92
2,940.37
2,918.58
3,121.62
2,944.70
2,985.17
2,923.43
3,030.43
2,976.13
3,032.08
3,019.58
2,980.25
3,004.63
2,986.03
2,926.97
2,998.60
2,898.95
2,928.22
2,898.95
3,002.08
2,966.33
3,033.52
3,025.47
2,968.88
2,944.28
3,082.00
2,979.12

H
£

3,908.90
3,527.50
3,689.78
3,604.12
3,560.40
3,574.08
3,527.86
3,688.98
3,647.30
3,525.28
3,586.62
3,698.30
3,569.72
3,588.76
3,572.48
3,541.88
3,568.96
3,535.10
3,495.02
3,760.36
3,571.50
3,763.16
3,550.54
3,573.04
3,620.78
3,632.72
3,703.66
3,519.94
3,540.00
3,528.08
3,583.84
3,688.84
3,575.22
3,548.98
3,523.28
3,546.22
3,653.50
3,697.10
3,528.44
3,502.30
3,745.94
3,533.64
3,582.20
3,508.12
3,636.52
3,571.36
3,638.50
3,623.50
3,576.30
3,605.56
3,583.24
3,512.36
3,598.32
3,478.74
3,513.86
3,478.74
3,602.50
3,559.60
3,640.22
3,630.56
3,562.66
3,533.14
3,698.40
3,574.94
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council tax
Parish
St Teath
St Thomas the Apostle
St Tudy
St Veep
St Wenn
St Winnow
Stithians
Stoke Climsland
Tintagel
Torpoint
Towednack
Tregony
Tremaine
Treneglos
Tresmeer
Trevalga
Treverbyn
Trewen
Truro
Tywardreath & Par
Veryan
Wadebridge
Warbstow
Warleggan
Week St Mary
Wendron
Werrington
Whitstone
Withiel
Zennor

A
£

1,222.74
1,180.31
1,188.93
1,195.55
1,223.63
1,185.23
1,228.60
1,176.37
1,241.09
1,253.36
1,192.82
1,221.63
1,171.24
1,159.58
1,191.69
1,170.48
1,177.45
1,163.52
1,326.45
1,184.99
1,201.61
1,293.87
1,168.59
1,166.53
1,205.45
1,183.89
1,168.83
1,174.95
1,179.55
1,190.09

B
£

1,426.53
1,377.03
1,387.09
1,394.81
1,427.56
1,382.76
1,433.37
1,372.44
1,447.94
1,462.25
1,391.62
1,425.24
1,366.45
1,352.85
1,390.30
1,365.56
1,373.69
1,357.44
1,547.52
1,382.49
1,401.87
1,509.52
1,363.36
1,360.95
1,406.36
1,381.20
1,363.63
1,370.77
1,376.15
1,388.43

C
£

1,630.32
1,573.75
1,585.24
1,594.07
1,631.50
1,580.30
1,638.13
1,568.50
1,654.79
1,671.15
1,590.43
1,628.84
1,561.65
1,546.10
1,588.92
1,560.64
1,569.93
1,551.36
1,768.60
1,579.99
1,602.14
1,725.16
1,558.12
1,555.37
1,607.27
1,578.52
1,558.44
1,566.60
1,572.74
1,586.78

D
£

1,834.11
1,770.47
1,783.40
1,793.33
1,835.44
1,777.84
1,842.90
1,764.56
1,861.64
1,880.04
1,789.23
1,832.45
1,756.86
1,739.37
1,787.53
1,755.72
1,766.17
1,745.28
1,989.67
1,777.49
1,802.41
1,940.81
1,752.89
1,749.79
1,808.18
1,775.83
1,753.24
1,762.42
1,769.33
1,785.13

E
£

2,241.69
2,163.91
2,179.71
2,191.85
2,243.32
2,172.92
2,252.43
2,156.68
2,275.34
2,297.83
2,186.84
2,239.66
2,147.27
2,125.89
2,184.76
2,145.88
2,158.65
2,133.12
2,431.82
2,172.49
2,202.95
2,372.10
2,142.42
2,138.63
2,210.00
2,170.46
2,142.85
2,154.07
2,162.51
2,181.83

F
£

2,649.27
2,557.35
2,576.02
2,590.37
2,651.19
2,567.99
2,661.97
2,548.81
2,689.04
2,715.61
2,584.44
2,646.87
2,537.69
2,512.43
2,581.99
2,536.04
2,551.13
2,520.96
2,873.97
2,567.49
2,603.48
2,803.39
2,531.95
2,527.47
2,611.82
2,565.09
2,532.46
2,545.72
2,555.70
2,578.52

G
£

3,056.85
2,950.78
2,972.33
2,988.88
3,059.07
2,963.07
3,071.50
2,940.93
3,102.73
3,133.40
2,982.05
3,054.08
2,928.10
2,898.95
2,979.22
2,926.20
2,943.62
2,908.80
3,316.12
2,962.48
3,004.02
3,234.68
2,921.48
2,916.32
3,013.63
2,959.72
2,922.07
2,937.37
2,948.88
2,975.22

H
£

3,668.22
3,540.94
3,566.80
3,586.66
3,670.88
3,555.68
3,685.80
3,529.12
3,723.28
3,760.08
3,578.46
3,664.90
3,513.72
3,478.74
3,575.06
3,511.44
3,532.34
3,490.56
3,979.34
3,554.98
3,604.82
3,881.62
3,505.78
3,499.58
3,616.36
3,551.66
3,506.48
3,524.84
3,538.66
3,570.26

Council Tax Support
If you have already been given council tax support up to 31 March 2019, we will automatically work out your level of
support for the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 and show this on your council tax bill.
To find out if you could claim for help with your council tax, please contact the assessment team on 0300 1234 121.
Cornwall Council, County Hall, Treyew Road, Truro, TR1 3AY.
From Cornwall Council

short lets should be regulated in line with rest of rental sector
A leading supplier says the current market standstill is
an opportunity for the industry to rethink how short lets
can be regulated in line with the rest of the private rental
sector.
No Letting Go, the UK's largest provider of inventory
services, says that one immediate issue highlighted by
the Coronavirus crisis is that the recent move by some
residential landlords towards short lets on Airbnb and
similar platforms has now been hit by travel lockdowns
in the UK and many other countries.
A report from the UK Short Term Accommodation
Association suggests that some 70 per cent of shortterm rental bookings have been cancelled since the
outbreak of coronavirus, rising to as high as 90 per cent
for some companies. This has prompted Nick Lyons,
chief executive and founder of No Letting Go, to
suggest there’s an opportunity in the current ‘market
pause’ to reassess how regulation works for an
increasingly diverse rental sector.
One of the biggest issues associated with the growth of
the short-term lets market is a lack of regulation and
enforcement, according to No Letting Go.

In London, homes are only permitted to be let on a short
-term basis for 90 nights per year. However, it is
thought that this rule is widely flouted, with Camden
council reporting that 3,400 - or 48 per cent of available
short-let properties in the borough had exceeded the 90night allowance.
There is also considered to be little or no regulation
around property upkeep, tenant vetting or contracts
when it comes to landlords letting properties on a shortterm basis.
"As the short-term lets industry faces its first major
hurdle due to the current global situation, now could be
a good time for the sector to consider how it could be
better regulated in the future when normal service
resumes" Lyons suggests. "The regulation that is in
place - such as the 90-day per year rule - needs to be
properly enforced, while there needs to be serious
thought given to introducing laws similar to those that
traditional landlords must comply with.”
He says the recent creation of a trade body for short lets,
the UK Short Term Accommodation Association, is a
(Continued on page 22)
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short lets should be regulated in line with rest of
rental sector
positive step but more needs to be done to bring the
sector in line with the rest of the market. Lyons warns
that a lack of regulation and formal tenancy procedures
means properties being let on a short-term basis are at
an increased risk of damage. Short-term lets properties
also have a reputation for being used as party venues another scenario in which the chances of damage or
theft are significantly higher. "Our advice for landlords
looking to move into the short-lets market is to be
careful. Yes, the returns can be impressive but without
putting in place necessary measures, you could be
putting your long-term investment at risk. Meanwhile,
for agents looking to manage more short-lets and take

advantage of a booming market, it's vital their
management packages offer some protection to
landlords. This could include a professionally compiled
inventory, thorough vetting process, taking deposits and
providing access to comprehensive insurance or rent
guarantee policies" he says. And he concludes: "We
expect the short-term lets market to continue to grow
once the Coronavirus pandemic abates. However,
landlords’ properties could be at risk if there is no
commitment to further regulation in the sector, so it
would be good to see a concerted effort to see more
protective measures introduced.”
From Letting Agent Today

coronavirus: ‘we need help with empty property costs’
says frustrated landlord
Owner of eight properties in Cornwall says critics of
‘rich landlords’ underestimate the increased costs
faced by many as Coronavirus impacts the sector.
Thousands of landlords need more help to get them
through the next few months as they struggle to support
tenants and pay the bills, a concerned landlord has told
LandlordZONE.
Shaun Carter, who has eight properties in Launceston,
Cornwall, believes that despite being offered a mortgage
holiday, it’s council tax, utility bills and overdraft
payments that are adding up to a big headache for the
sector.
“After a month of a property being empty, landlords
have to pay council tax which can be a financial
burden,” he says.
“And while empty properties might not be using gas or
electricity, landlords are still liable for daily charges.
Utility companies and councils should give them a
break.”
Carter adds that large numbers of landlords will be
accumulating additional fees on their overdrafts as they

go over their limit.
“The public bailed the banks out [during the 2008 crisis]
– it’s time that the banks did something for the sector
and froze these extra charges,” he says.
Trouble stored up
Although only two of his properties are currently empty,
and so far none of his tenants have asked for a rent
holiday, Carter reckons others in the sector could be
storing up trouble as they’re effectively altering tenancy
contracts by offering rent freezes or reductions.
He says: “A lot of these agreements are verbal, but you
really need it on paper too so there’s no
misunderstanding.”
Adds Carter: “I bought my houses in the 1990s or at
auction so don’t have big mortgages, but I know many
who do, especially those who might just have one
property that they rent out for their retirement. I believe
if we share our stories and ideas, we can help each other
out.”
From LandlordZone

government have created chaos in the prs
Private landlords in the UK have been left in dire straits
not only by the coronavirus, but by the Government’s
abysmal response to it. Whilst the Government has
mentioned in its legislation that tenants must keep
paying their rent, in its public pronouncements it has
given a very different message – talking about landlords
being able to get ‘mortgage holidays’ and stating
landlords are expected to pass this on to tenants.
This has confused many landlords and tenants with the
latter now believing they may have to pay no rent for 3
months, as they think landlords are somehow being ‘let
off’ having to pay. This is a duplicitous and damaging
message.
I am urgently trying to get the Government to realise
that this is not on and that they are creating chaos in the
sector. With their embargo on all evictions for at least 3
months – and we just know this will be extended –
landlords are faced with non-paying tenants (egged on

by Government) and with continuing to house rogue
tenants with all the associated financial and emotional
costs. The latter’s behaviour has, in many cases, had
nothing to do with the coronavirus – with many claims
pre-dating the pandemic by months, but the bad tenants
are using this to take even more advantage and stay put,
whilst not paying.
From Property118
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a landlord’s lot is not a happy one
The following was in response to a communication
from the Council:
Thank you so much for the very useful attachment to
your email. I shall be circulating it to my tenants.
I feel sure you are getting a lot of feedback, but I
thought another one from a landlord's point of view,
might be of interest.
Rogue landlords are, of course, called out constantly,
but I have many, many horror stories about tenants and
the flip side of the coin rarely makes public news.
The EPC Regs have, frankly, been brutal on me. I am
now a pensioner, but during my working life I took the
view that is would be better for me to build up a
portfolio of low end starter homes to provide a roof over
the heads of people who have zero chance of ever
becoming home owners, rather than investing in
pensions that line the pocket of financial intermediaries
and make hedge fund managers, short sellers and City
Slickers generally into billionaires.
Consequently, I now have a portfolio of predominantly
one- or two-bed pre World War One town centre flats.
These type of properties, by definition, do not remotely
meet new build standards for energy efficiency, but on
the flip side, in one of the warmest parts of the UK and
being small, are intrinsically cheap to heat.
I typically charge these out for between £7.40 per night
per person (cost of two pints of beer) where a couple
share a flat to £11.80 per night for single occupancy.
It is worth considering the resources that sort of income
produces as against the ever increasing tsunami of
expensive, onerous legislation that is showered on
landlords. It is also worth considering how much the
people who legislate these tasks on landlords would
expect to pay for the cheapest motel room a night.
Many landlords believe we take on quite a burden of the
State who otherwise would have to house their tenants.
When the EPC Regs came in, I looked at the choices.
• Simply throw a great deal of money at professionals
to measure up, draw and specify the work needed to
achieve these standards and waste builders’ time
preparing quotes that would only be needed to
prove that the work would cost more than
£3,500.00, not because I would have any intention
of actually awarding them a contract.
• See what the tenants’ reactions would be to having
their home ripped to shreds for many weeks by
builders as they tried to work around people living
there.
Most tenants were horrified and three tenants point
blank refused me permission to let this happen.
Although one had a flat which when re-assessed
after some minor improvements scraped a Band E
rating. It is questionable whether another one is
covered by the legislation and the last one is in
limbo because of Covid-19. A "trial" EPC
assessment showed it is very close to complying
anyway.
In the end I decided to bite the bullet and bring seven
properties to a Band E rating, as I could see that this
legislation was a slow train coming. I managed this with

only having to make one eviction; the remainder of
tenants I worked around or I waited for voids.
The cost has been crippling. £190,349.62 over 5 years,
funded by the sale of two leases and out of cashflow.
£27,192.27 per property.
Bear in mind that my wife and I are just two people,
pensioners, with no other real source of income.
I feel sure this reflects the profile of many landlords.
Leaving aside the monetary side, I've had to put in
massive hours organising and overseeing the work.
Additionally I'm sorting out the every five years EICR
Certificates that usually involve much expense bringing
wiring that is otherwise safe up to 2021 standards. Plus
the cost of fire alarms and regular inspections.
One month's rent a year per property typically goes on
those inspections alone.
At present, except for one empty property where the
builder has asked to carry on working as he has no other
income, and where it is easy for him to observe social
isolation, I've had to stop all maintenance work on the
properties. Obviously tenants don't want strangers
moving around their homes.
So I'm grateful that the Council is taking a realistic and
pragmatic view as to what in the real world landlords
can and cannot deliver.
Some statistics about the economic impact of the crisis
that might interest you.
From my portfolio:
• 1 Hotel is shut with all bookings cancelled. The
tenant doesn't know what to do.
• Ditto 5 shops.
On the residential lettings:
• 5 of my tenants have told me they can't afford to
pay me rent this month
• 1 tenant has only managed to scrape together 60%
of her rent.
• 9 tenants (some sharing 1 flat) have all lost their
jobs or self employed income in the past few weeks.
• 5 tenants have retained their jobs.
• 9 long term benefit claimants (one has been signed
off for stress for the entire 21 yrs I have rented out
to him) are continuing to pay rent.
From A Stressed Landlord
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nrla merger completes and chair is announced
Jodi Berg OBE will head the newly created National
Residential Landlords Association (NRLA) formed by
the merger of the National Landlords Association and
Residential Landlords Association.
Jodi (see main pic) has spent 30 years working within
the management of public and public interest bodies,
gaining expertise in board governance, commercial
negotiation and mergers.
Following an early career as a solicitor, she entered the
ombudsman world specialising in resolving disputes
and complaints, acting as the Independent Complaints
Reviewer for HM Land Registry and housing sector
regulators, the Housing Corporation and the Tenant
Services Authority.
Her Board experience includes a non-executive
directorship of the Tenancy Deposit Scheme and
chairmanship of public bodies including an NHS Trust,
the Administrative Justice Forum and a probation
service.
Announcing the appointment, Ben Beadle, NRLA
chief executive said: “Jodi comes to us with a wealth of
experience of Board leadership and the lettings industry,

gained over decades in the business and we are
delighted to have her on board.
“While we are operating under unprecedented
circumstances at present, we would like to reassure
members that we are here to support them through these
unchartered waters and that, as a united organisation, we
are stronger together.”
Jodi Berg said: “I think the new NRLA has a bright
future and it is great to be on board from day one.
“As an association we now represent more than 80,000
landlords and the more we grow this number, the
stronger our voice will be. We need to encourage
landlords to come together and support each other and
work with other areas of the sector to bring about
positive change for both landlords and tenants.”
Jodi takes over from Adrian Jeakings at the NLA and
Alan Ward at the RLA, who remain on the NRLA
board.
The merger was approved by RLA and NLA members
in a members’ vote last year.
From Property118

new permanent secretary at the ministry of housing,
communities and local government
The Cabinet Secretary, with the approval of the Prime
Minister, has approved the appointment of Jeremy
Pocklington as the new Permanent Secretary at the
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government (MHCLG).
Jeremy succeeds Dame Melanie Dawes who left the
Civil Service in February, and has been acting
Permanent Secretary since her departure.
Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and
Local Government Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP
said: “Jeremy’s appointment as Permanent Secretary at
MHCLG is excellent news for the department and the
government.
“He is a highly talented and dedicated senior civil
servant who has been a great support to me since I
became Secretary of State and most recently as we work
intensively to respond to Covid.
“I look forward to working with him in the months
ahead to deliver on the Department’s priorities.”
The Cabinet Secretary, Sir Mark Sedwill, said: “I am
delighted that Jeremy has been appointed as the new
Permanent Secretary at MHCLG. He has done an
excellent job as Acting Permanent Secretary and will
provide much needed leadership continuity to the
Department as we support the government in navigating
the challenges ahead.”
Commenting on his appointment, Jeremy
Pocklington said: “I am delighted to have been
appointed as the new Permanent Secretary at MHCLG.
“It’s an honour to be leading the Department as we
respond to the nation’s current challenges and support
those who need our help most.
“MHCLG has a critically important agenda to level up
all parts of our country, support local government and

deliver the homes the country needs.
“I look forward to building on the Department’s
welcoming and inclusive culture and working closely
with all our stakeholders to deliver for the government
and the public.”
Jeremy will take up his post with immediate effect.
Jeremy became MHCLG’s Director General for
Housing in August 2018.
He has been Acting Permanent Secretary since his
predecessor, Melanie Dawes, left the Civil Service in
February.
Before that he was Director General, Energy and
Security at the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS). Prior to this he was Director
General of Markets and Infrastructure Group at the
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC).
From Property118

We welcome Mr Pocklington to his new
role and look forward to the opportunity
to work with him to promote the essential
work contributed by good landlords
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council tax hardship fund to support those affected
by coronavirus
The Government has confirmed further support for
renters with a £500 million hardship fund which will
provide council tax relief for vulnerable people and
households to help those affected most by Coronavirus.
The Hardship Fund, which was announced by the
Chancellor at Budget, will go to local authorities in
England to enable them to reduce the 2020 to 2021
council tax bills of working-age people receiving Local
Council Tax Support.
Guidance released on 24 March 2020 by the Ministry
for Housing, Communities and Local Government
provides clarity for councils on how to allocate the
funding following its announcement at Budget.
The guidance is intended to support billing authorities
in using their allocation from the £500m hardship fund
announced at the Budget. The guidance which applies to
England only outlines the underpinning principles for
use of the fund and expected eligibility criteria for
delivery of the support package.
Importantly, whether or not a taxpayer has been affected
by COVID-19, directly or indirectly, should not be
taken into account in assessing eligibility for this
reduction.
Providing the necessary financial support to people and
families is critical at this difficult time when many
people will be concerned about changes to their income.
That’s why we’re giving local councils an additional

£500 million, to ensure help is available for the most
vulnerable people in our society who are struggling to
pay their council tax bills.
The Government is on your side and will do whatever it
takes to help.
The guidance states that Government’s strong
expectation is that billing authorities will provide all
recipients of working age local council tax support
(‘LCTS’) during the financial year 2020-21 with a
further reduction in their annual council tax bill of £150.
Where a taxpayer’s liability for 2020-21 is, following
the application of council tax support, less than £150,
then their liability would be reduced to nil.
The Government recognises that COVID-19 is likely to
cause fluctuations in household incomes and recognises
that, as a result, some individuals may struggle to meet
council tax payments. Councils will already have
established their local council tax support schemes for
2020-21. The Government, therefore, expects that
billing authorities will primarily use their grant
allocation to reduce the council tax liability of
individuals in their area.
Councils will also be able to use the funding to provide
further discretionary support to vulnerable people
through other support arrangements such as Local
Welfare Schemes.
From ARLA

cornwall council moves to protect those in housing distress due
to covid-19
Cornwall Council is aware that there is increasing
concern, due to the guidance on Covid-19, about
members of the community who are homeless or
threatened with homelessness.
The Council commissions Cornwall Housing Limited to
deliver housing options services, and this continues to
operate as an essential service.
Keeping residents safe is our number one priority. If
you are homeless or threatened with homelessness, you
should contact Cornwall Housing Limited on 0300 1234
161 and ask for the Prevention & Engagement team.
You can also find useful information and advice on their
website at www.cornwallhousing.org.uk
If you are concerned about someone who is sleeping

rough, you should report this through Streetlink by
visiting www.streetlink.org.uk or by phoning them on
0300 500 0914. Streetlink will then inform our Outreach
Team who can make contact with the person and offer
them help and support to find accommodation.
The Government has confirmed that hotels, B&Bs,
hostels and holiday parks who are providing
accommodation to support people who are homeless
through arrangements with the local authority or other
public bodies should remain open to facilitate these
arrangements. If you are able to offer accommodation to
the local authority to support their Covid-19 response,
please email the details to covid19@cornwall.gov.uk.
From Cornwall Council

hmrc suspend enquiries into taxpayers
HMRC are suspending enquiries into taxpayers and
businesses that are under investigation as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
HMRC is writing to taxpayers under enquiry
acknowledging that during the existing lockdown they
are being instructed not to request information or
documents and not to press for responses to requests
already made, and in some cases they are suspending
enquiries altogether.
However, tax and advisory firm Blick Rothenberg is
urging people not to be lulled into a false sense of

security.
Tax dispute resolution partner at the firm Fiona Fernie
said: “For individual taxpayers and businesses whose
activities are currently curtailed, it would be sensible for
them to use the time they have now to deal with HMRC
rather than store up problems for the future, although
clearly employees who are furloughed cannot be
involved in responding to HMRC enquiries on behalf of
their employers. After all, if tax is due – it is still going
to be due when we come out of this.”
(Continued on page 27)
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hmrc suspend enquiries into tax payers
She added: “In addition, HMRC is focused at the
moment on the fact that many taxpayers will need time
to pay [TTP] and indeed they have a dedicated helpline
manned by 2,000 staff dealing with this. Hopefully that
will mean that it is possible to agree something sensible
for the taxpayer. “However, taxpayers do need to bear
in mind that tax liabilities are only deferred not
extinguished and for TTP they will need to be able to
provide information which demonstrates why they need

TTP, the impact that COVID-19 has had, and will need
to be able to present a plan for repayment.”
Since nobody knows how long the impact of COVID-19
will last, it may be possible to renegotiate TTP if the
original agreement cannot be met, according to Fernie.
“If that turns out to be the case taxpayers should always
notify HMRC of the difficulty as soon as possible and
before missing a payment,” she added.
From Landlord Today

£89,000 at one hmo
Magistrates’ court in Essex hands down one of largest
landlord fines this year after rule-breaking HMO was
found in terrible state of repair.
A rogue Southend landlord faces a whopping £88,976
fine after inspectors found his HMO in a shocking
condition.
Freeholder Mr Arise was found guilty of 17 offences
following an investigation into anti-social behaviour
and the management of the property in Satanita Road.
It failed fire safety measures as the kitchen and hallways
were obstructed, while an electrical installation test
certificate was 12 months overdue.
Inspectors also found the property had been poorly
maintained and had a catalogue of problems including
boarded up windows, defective guttering, leaking pipes,
window joints held together with tape and uneven
flooring. Outside, a shed had collapsed and there
weren’t enough bins or any recycling arrangements.
Southend magistrates found Arise guilty in his absence

and fined him £5,000 for each offence along with costs
and victim surcharge. The property’s other operator
was granted an adjournment after pleading not guilty to
the charges, and a trial has been set for 26th June,
dependent on the Coronavirus crisis.
Councillor Ian Gilbert, leader of the council with
responsibility for housing, says: “Seeing the extent of
the problems at this property was quite frankly
shocking.
“There is no excuse for allowing a property to fail on so
many different safety measures, which is supported by
the severity of the fine given.
“We hope this fine serves as a deterrent to those who
fail to maintain their properties appropriately.”
This is not the first time Satanita Road has been in the
headlines. Earlier this year two men were convicted of
murdering of a tenant after attempting a ‘DIY
eviction’ at another property on the road.
From LandlordZone

landlords should get same crisis deal as self-employed
A leading property firm says landlords have fallen
between the cracks as the government has moved to
protect both employed and self-employed workers.
Small private landlords should get the same 80% salary
guarantee as other workers to help make up for lengthy
reductions in rental income, according to a leading asset
management firm.
The call follows the recent announcements that
employees and the self-employed are to access a
scheme that pays 80% of their income up to £2,500 a
month for three months, but which misses out landlords
who do not fall into either camp.
Spicerhaart Corporate Sales believes mortgage holidays
may not go far enough and is calling on the Government
to extend its salary guarantee to landlords’ rental
income following the news that all evictions will be
frozen for at least three months.
“While a blanket freeze on all possessions activity will
protect tenants in the short term, it’s bound to lead to an
accumulation of arrears that will be all the harder to
deal with once the freeze is lifted,” says Managing
Director Mark Pilling.
“If there seem to be no consequences to non-payment,
some struggling tenants will naturally prioritise other

bills, and will be more likely to ignore attempts to
communicate with them to manage the situation.
“A three-month ban on possessions activity will result
in even longer spells without rental income – possibly
six months or more of state-enforced void periods.”
Landlords relying on income from only a small number
of properties will find payment holidays on buy-to-let
mortgages of limited help, says Pilling, and if one or
more of these isn’t generating an income for a long
time, it could cause families real financial difficulty.
He adds: “Rental income is subject to income tax – to
say nothing of the Stamp Duty premium paid by buy-tolet landlords. It seems only fair that it should be subject
to the same Government guarantees as other income
affected by the restrictions currently in place.”
From LandlordZone
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everyone please stay safe, stay well

member benefits
Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING TO YOUR LETTINGS
BUSINESS
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Beauty Treatments and Massage—DISCOUNT
Darling Angels @ Rococo
28 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS
Tel: 07833 473716
www.darlingangels.co.uk
10% discount for CRLA members off all full price massage and beauty treatments
Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Carpets—DISCOUNTS
THE CARPET SHOP
Covering Mid Cornwall
A wide range of carpet ,vinyl, tiles and laminate
Free Expert advice
Free measuring and estimates
10% discount for all members!
30a Fair Street
St. Columb
TR9 6RL
Contact: John Clements
Shop 01637 881666
Mobile 07813179291
Email: jclements589@aol.com
Website: www.thecarpetshop.net
Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173

Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
The Cornish Holiday Housekeepers Team
07474798764
Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified, experienced and accredited counsellor based in Newquay. I
provide both telephone and face to face counselling for
any issue ranging from anxiety and depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see my listing for
more details: http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/
counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set price
per account (no other costs or commissions are charged)
and most clients actually receive our services for FREE.
The CRLA have negotiated a preferential members discount of 25% on all packages. Please use the discount
code “CRLA25” when instructing us via our online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrical Goods—DISCOUNTS
Dixons (Includes Currys, PCWorld, Carphone
Warehouse if in-store with any of these)
Minimum 5% discount
Contact Ruth Clarke to register for these discounts
Discounts are NOT available in-store, only on-line or
telephone
Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing
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member benefits
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com

Plans/

Energy Performance Certificates—FREE INITIAL
ADVICE
Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
Call Vince on 01872 553685 or 07813 045992
www.energysurveyscornwall.com
Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING
TO YOUR LETTINGS BUSINESS
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com
Golant Fire and Security—Discounts
Tel: 01726 861116
Email: info@gfsfire.co.uk
www.https://www.gfsfire.co.uk/
Forms for Your Lettings Business—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be downloaded from the CRLA website.
FREE to CRLA members
Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Tremain Garden Design
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting, Project Management.
Blank canvas design to general Garden restyling and
improvements
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees
Gas and Plumbing Services—Discounts
Plumbing Solutions Truro
Plumbing and Gas. Including Landlord Safety Certificates, Boiler Servicing, Boiler Installations and general
plumbing maintenance and repairs.
£5 discount to CRLA members on Landlord Safety Certificates
Tel: 07918 105583
Email: adammansbridge@ymail.com
https://www.facebook.com/plumbingsolutionstruro/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Heating—DISCOUNTS
Duchy ECO Heating

Tel: 01326 727398
Email: info@duchyecoheating.co.uk
www.duchyecoheating.co.uk
Home Emergency Cover
Better Home Cover – one month cover free
Tel: 0800 862 0833
Email: peter@betterhomecover.com
Use promotional code CRLA1MONTH
Landlord and General Insurance
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES AND SUPPORT
TO CRLA
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
Legionella Risk Assessment—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Energy
Tel: James on 01326 563 910
Email: jamestyas@btinternet.com

Letting Agent and Property Management—
DISCOUNTS
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
MOULD AND CONDENSATION PROBLEMS—
DISCOUNTS
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios
Paint—DISCOUNTS
Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage

Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA web-
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member benefits
site in the Members Area under the menu item Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth Clarke for
assistance
Taxation Software—DISCOUNTS
GOSIMPLETAX
https://www.gosimpletax.com/tax-crla/
This is an on-line offer only but may be helpful to those
who prepare their own self-assessment tax return

Tenant Referencing DISCOUNTS IF UNDERTAKEN BY CRLA
For Assistance

Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business.co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership number.
YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net
10% discount for CRLA members
Electronic Storage of Risk Assessments
Send your Fire Risk Assessment or Legionnaires Risk
Assessment to us and we will store it securely with all
CRLA files and send you a reminder each year to consider updating the assessment(s).

wishing to work with the CRLA
NB: Not all companies listed on the CRLA website
Trade Directory offer member benefits.

Please Note:
The free initial advice listed above does
not tie you to using the service you contact. If you do decide to hire that company they will quote you for the work involved at their usual rate.
If you have a helpful supplier or efficient professional
why not suggest to them that they could potentially increase their business by offering discounts to CRLA
members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s contact details.

If you would like to see your company included
in this listing please contact Ruth Clarke.
Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

Other firms wishing to work with CRLA
members are listed on the CRLA website
in the Trade Directory
https://crla.org.uk/public-pages/tradedirectory/
Not all companies listed on the website
offer discounts or benefits to CRLA
members

Please check the CRLA website for other companies

Can I take this opportunity of encouraging members considering any type
of insurance to talk to the agents included in this listing.
The commission paid by them to the CRLA helps to keep your membership
fees down.
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Alan Boswell Group
Talking to any agent or other service provider or supplier does not mean
you have to use their service(s).
Make sure you get the best product for your business.
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator) (Tenant Reference List) (Insurance)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com

Anne Ball

07971 785092
ab2112@ymail.com

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICEjohn@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Ann Spary

(01726) 882077

Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651
blacklgrah@aol.com

Nikki Davis

07792 928871
nikki_davis@live.co.uk

Neil Badcock

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

07966 66778597
neilbadcock@outlook.com
(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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diary dates

No Meetings will be held
until such time as the Covid19 Emergency is over.
Watch this space for exciting
new meetings—whenever.
All queries should be
addressed to Ruth Clarke
(Tel: 01872 554498 or Email:
crlawp@gmail.com) as usual
All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 17th May
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should
seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or entering into any
agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the information contained in this
publication.

